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Abstract

The problem of non ideal conditions for antenna measurements in the anechoic chamber is 
addressed. The proposition of angular spectrum estimation via the electromagnetic field 
sampling at equally spaced positions smaller than the wavelength is examined. The Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) is examined as a tool for obtaining the angular spectrum from 
probing the field in the chamber. The angular superresolution technique provided by the 
Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) method is evaluated to be qualified in working out 
the angular spectrum too. Conq)uter simulations with several signal combinations are 
analysed for both algorithms' performances. Restrictions existing with the interpretation of 
the FFT results in spatial spectrum analysis are reported and examined. Particularly its 
inabihty to place the spectrum peaks accurately, when not coincident with one of its 
discrete spectral harmonics, is addressed. FFT and MUSIC performances are conq>ared 
by simulations and it is shown that the latter, presenting a higher resolution abihty 
combined with better fiexibihty, is recommended iu the anechoic chamber's spectrum 
investigation. FFT and MUSIC are analysed for two-dimensional angular spectrum 
estimation showing basically the same relative performance as for linear processing. 
Measurements collected in the E E. Department's anechoic chamber are analysed with the 
aid of both FFT and MUSIC algorithms. Linear and planar array configurations are 
considered separately. Results of both linear and 2-D angular estimations show the basic 
angular spectrum pattern of a spherical wavefront along with side lobes located in the 
horizontal and vertical planes, wifii levels estimated about 35 dB below the main beam and 
with angles of arrival estimated around 60 degrees in the horizontal plane and 40 degrees 
in the vertical plane. Noise effects are investigated as a probable cause for the side lobes, 
however due to the stationary character of these side lobes this possibüity is dismissed. 
The experimental set-up is described and some limitations are pointed out, which may 
affect the results in the vertical axis.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION

Several methods and techniques to synthesise or analyse antenna radiation patterns have 
been developed and used so far. Among antenna analysis techniques there are found 
methods based on numerical calculations and others based on direct or indirect field 
measurement to obtain the antenna radiation pattern. This thesis is concerned with the 
direct measurement method, in the far-field.

It is often not possible to take measurements on antennas in their real operating 
conditions, so it is necessary to recreate these conditions in a laboratory. In the 
development of a system, antenna characteristics and operating conditions must be 
considered even before the system becomes available for testing. For highly directional 
antennas the surrounding conditions have httle effect and therefore free space conditions 
must be achieved in the test room Consequently, anechoic chambers have a wide 
appHcation in antenna measurement.

Anechoic chambers are designed with materials o f  very small reflection coefficients 
covering their internal walls. These materials have been achieving excellent absorbing 
capacities, however their performances are sensitive to  the frequency and to the angle of 
incidence of the electromagnetic wave. Also, the size of the anechoic chamber is many 
orders smaller than the ranges normally involved in real antenna apphcations. Therefore, 
the environment found inside the anechoic chamber is not a perfect rephca of free space 
conditions. When measuring antennas inside the anechoic chamber, one has to consider 
these non ideal characteristics on the arriving wavefront.

It has been shown that the angular planewave spectrum of a wavefront can be determined 
by a set sanq)les taken over a plane in phase and anq)htude.

The objective of this project is situated at this point o f  the antenna measurement issue and 
it can be summarised as a method to evaluate experimentally the wavefront quahty in the 
anechoic chamber, by identiJfying and quantifying the elements present in its angular
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spectrum via its estimation by using techniques like Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and 
Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC). It includes a revision of the theoretical 
background involved in the proposed method.

1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES

1.2.1 Scope

We wish to evaluate the wavefront planewave spectrum inside the anechoic chamber. The 
proposed method to achieve this goal is via the field sanq)ling across a plane (or along a 
line) perpendicular to the direction of propagation and the subsequently submitting this 
samples to an angular spectrum estimation process.

The project main objectives can therefore be identified as:

1. Analysing available angular spectrum estimation methods for the possibihty of 
straight apphcation in achieving the spatial-spectrum distribution in conditions 
similar to the one found inside the anechoic chamber; and

2. Evaluating the angular spectrum of the anechoic chamber through the 
application of these estimation methods over data collected via the field 
measurement.

The first part starts by analysing the field equation expressed in terms of the aperture 
distribution and vice versa and seeks for a discrete counterpart to apply this principle in 
obtaining the angular spectrum via discrete samples of the electric field. In this process 
some aspects of discrete signal processing starting by the sampling interval and the length 
of the data sanq)le are required to be investigated.

The angular spectrum is then proposed to be estimated by two different algorithms, named 
the FFT and MUSIC, starting by one-dimensional and proceeding to two-dimensional 
analysis. A wide range of situations are simulated to conq)are the relative performance of 
the algorithms.

The second task of the project is then addressed by the utilisation of linear and 2-D array 
configurations of these algorithms to process data obtained by field measurements at 
discrete equally spaced positions in the anechoic chamber.
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1.2.2 Limitations

Some limitations in this thesis need to be noted. Firstly, the analysis carried out throughout 
the e?q)erimental and simulated studies does not cover polarisation diversity in its 
considerations. Polarisation effects are handled by MUSIC formulation if the array of 
sensors is taken in a polarisationally diverse configuration. This would require a more 
rehable probe positioning scheme for the chamber measurement, which is not inq)lemented 
yet. The other limitation is the absence of a even larger variety of experimental data to be 
analysed, which cause is linked to the same shortcomings on the positioning system This 
will be reflected particularly in the two-dimensional and vertically oriented processing.

1.3 PROJECT OUTLINE

Chapter 2 is started with a description of the anechoic chamber and follows with a brief 
discussion on non ideal conditions for antenna measurements in this environment. The 
concept of angular spectrum and its connection with the concept of polar diagram is 
addressed, with the aid of the evanescent and travelling waves definitions. The 
electromagnetic field is shown to be obtainable from the angular spectrum The FFT is 
presented as a angular spectrum estimator by the processing of equally spaced field 
samples. In these considerations, the FFT is studied for planewaves and circular wavelets 
angular spectrum estimate. The eigenstmcture based method (MUSIC) for angular 
spectrum estimation is presented. The pre-whitening process required to apply this 
algorithm in classifying coherent signals is presented too.

The definition of the necessary parameters involved in measuring the anechoic chamber 
and the procedure itself are discussed at the beginning of chapter 3. Simulations for a wide 
range of signals are performed using both algorithms. Restrictions existing with the 
interpretation of the FFT results in spatial spectrum analysis are reported and examined. 
Particularly its deficiency to respond accurately to emissions from other directions than 
those specified by its discrete spectral harmonics terms is addressed and exercplified. 
Experimental data is processed by both FFT and MUSIC to produce the angular spectrum 
hi the anechoic chamber. The results of both processes are conq)ared and they show 
approximately the same distribution in the spatial spectrum Algorithms for two- 
dimensional angular spectrum estimation are discussed. Simulations are demonstrated for 
the 2D-FFT and 2D-MTJSIC performances. Experimental results are obtained from
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processing the 2-D angular spectrum by both techniques. Both results are corqpared to 
each other and to the results obtained in linear analyses, showing coincidences.

The experimental setup is described and some of its operational limitations are pointed out 
in chapter 4. The software generated to carry out the spatial spectrum analysis is also 
briefly presented.

Finally, the key results presented in this thesis are summarised in chapter 5, along with 
some considerations about fiirther work in this area.
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND THEORY

2.1 ANECHOIC CHAMBER

2.1.1 Introduction

The simulation of free space radiation conditions in a laboratory requires primarily the 
elimination of parasitic reflections from its walls, floor and ceiling. To achieve these 
conditions in an anechoic chamber design, materials with a very small reflection coefficient 
have to be used to cover the walls. There are two major types of ceiling materials with 
such property. They differ from each other by their shape and layer's conq>osition and the 
bandwidth of the application is the determinant factor on which kind to select.

The first type is composed of a dielectric plate sandwiched by two thin metal-plated layers 
so that the reflections from the conductive faces are cancelled out by interference. These 
structures are thin and their band of operating frequencies is narrow.

The second type of absorbing material consists of thick layered conductive elements, 
whose conductivity is controlled to obtain progressive absorption of the incident waves. 
This effect is obtained in practice by using materials of constant conductivity but with 
pyramidal profile. This profile results in varying conductivity. With these materials the 
absorbing elements become thicker than the pieces of the first category, but in contrast 
they present a wider operating frequency band. They are desired in most of the 
applications for their superior performance in the microwave region, especially for small 
wavelengths.

In both types of material the reflection coefficient increases with the angle of incidence, 
but again the reflectivity growth presented by the flat model is larger than that of the 
pyramidal shaped elements, making the latter type even more suitable for the anechoic 
chamber application.

Another interfering factor in the generation of free space conditions inside labs is the 
relatively short distance between the transmitter element and the region where a
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measurement takes place. At short ranges the surfaces of constant phase are spherical 
wavelets but the model that would truly represent free space conditions is the plane 
wavefront configuration. This situation has led to the development of contact assemblies 
where the shortness of range length is worked out by placing a parabohc reflecting surface 
to condensate the wave path and then reflect the incident spherical wavelet as a constant 
phase plane. Apparently this purpose is easy to obtain but in practice it is a much more 
difficult problem to solve. It involves applying very strict tolerances and requires highly 
sophisticated technology to be en^loyed. For deformations of the order of a hundredth of 
the wavelength considerable errors in gain are brought about if the deformed area is 
condaratively large. There are concerns about niachining, positioning and linking the 
reflector elements and some expensive materials and processes are endloyed to get 
satisfactory results for the planarity of the reflected wave.

For both technical and financial reasons, actually many anechoic chambers do not endloy 
a parabohc reflector. In these cases even if the far field conditions are met, some 
boundaries must be drawn inside which the wavefront can accomphsh the necessary 
requirements of the apphcation.

Most apphcations require a locahy plane wave over at least the whole extent of the 
antenna under study. The criteria for plane wave in this situation are rather loose. 
Amphtude variations are usuahy of the order of tenths of a decibel, which is quite tolerable 
for most cases. The critical point turns out to be the phase variation over the cross section 
of the chamber. Normally, invoking Rayleigh criteria, it can be assumed that a phase shift 
of ti/4 radians is tolerated and this determines a minimal distance of 2d?/)i for the source, 
where d  is the useful cross section diameter and A is our wavelength.

From the above equation for the Rayleigh distance, it can be easily seen that the necessary 
chamber length wih grow very quickly to ensure large areas inside the quiet zone. This is 
particularly true for the lower frequency bands in the microwave region were the antenna 
sizes quite often reach dimensions as large as a metre wide.

2.1.2 Description

The term anechoic chamber when used in this document usually refers to the tapered 
designed chamber in the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering at UCL. 
This design is shown schematically in figure 2 .1. It has the walls covered by pyramidal 
shaped radio absorbing material (RAM) in different sizes, dimensioned to efficiently allow
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reflection free propagation in its interior for a wide range of frequencies, especially around 
the microwave region.

The feeding system to this chamber is ultimately a hom antenna. Its midband gain is 20 dB 
and its half-power beamwidth on the horizontal plane at the operational frequency band is 
around 20 degrees.

The probe is assembled at the other side of the microwave link. It consists of a monopole 
mounted on a metallic platform driven by a linear positioner, and backed by absorbing 
material placed more than a quarter of wavelength apart. The positioner can move in two 
orthogonal directions. Horizontally it is driven by a stepper motor with high accuracy but 
vertically it is driven manually. This arrangement provides coverage over a plane 315 mm 
by 315 mm large, which is approximately the size of the quiet zone defined in terms of the 
Rayleigh distance 2dyX, where d  is the diameter of the quiet zone and À is the wavelength 
at the operational frequency.

probe
positioner

4 .0 0  m

4.90 m

Figure 2.1 Sketch o f the anechoic chamber at UCL.

2 .3 0  m

The chamber is operated from a test workbench whose different equipments are linked 
through a parallel interface data and control bus (GPDB) and controlled by a computer, 
which is capable of storing the data in a diskette driver connected through the GPIB bus as 
well. This equipment will be described further in chapter 4.
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2.2 ANGULAR SPECTRUM ESTIMATION

2.2.1 General definitions

The concept of angular spectrum was originated from observations that the distributions 
of the fields across the aperture of an antenna and the polar diagram of this antenna are 
Fourier transforms of each other. Later this statement was reformulated and the concept of 
polar diagram was replaced by the one of angular spectrum, in analogy to the frequency 
spectrum definition. The difference between these two concepts is sHght vague as can be 
seen from their definitions. In the concept of polar diagram one assume that the linear 
dimensions of the antenna are limited and one can go to a large distance conq)ared with 
these dimensions, and also with the wavelength, to assess the radiation fields in different 
directions. The angular spectrum however is defined as the travelling plane wave's 
an^htude and phase distributions necessary to build up the field existing in front of any 
aperture as a function of their angle of arrival.

It is inq)ortant to point out that the angular spectrum concept is more generic in the sense 
that it applies without restrictions, either to the size of the aperture under study or to the 
distance to the region where the field is analysed. Moreover, because it embodies an 
argument correspondent to the sine of the angle of arrival instead of the angle itseh^ the 
angular spectrum concept allows incorporation of modes finer than the wavelength in the 
aperture distribution study and still keeps a real value, although numerically greater than 
the unity, for its argument. This particular makes the mathematical treatment sinq)ler 
especially in situations corresponding to a complex value for the angle of propagation, or 
in other words, when the field distribution gives rise to evanescent waves, which decay 
exponentially and do not propagate away from the aperture plane.

To have a clearer view of this aspect, an explanation containing a more detailed discussion 
on the angular spectrum concept, on the basis of what already exists in the hterature, is 
given in the remaining of this section.

To see this phenomenon better let us assume, for instance, the particular situation of a 
plane wave radiated from a certain aperture on the x^O plane propagating into the region 

x>0. Let us consider the direction f  = (cos 0, sin 0,0) of travel along the ay-plane and 

examine what aperture is necessary to maintain this wave. Replacing the corcponents of r 
for

C=cosO, and S=sinO
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so that C^+S^=l (2 .1)

and suppressing the temporal oscillation, the electric field É  and the magnetic field H  at a. 
point (x,y) may be written as

Ê(x,y)  = A ( S ,C ,0 )  Qxp[-Jk{Cx+Sy)] (2.2)

H (x,y)  = ^  A (0 , 0 ,1) Qxp[-jk(Cx + Sy)] (2.3)

where k  is the medium propagation constant and r\ is the medium characteristic 

impedance.

By setting x=0 in equations (2.2) and (2.3), we get the aperture distribution. The formula 
so obtained in terms of the electric field tangential to the aperture surface, is given by

M O ,y )  = A C  Qxp(-jkSy). (2.4)

Remembering that its temporal harmonic part was removed for simplicity, one can think of 
the above equation as representing a wave travelling over the aperture plane in the y- 
direction with propagation coefi&cient kS, which is also the medium propagation vector 
conq)onent along the surface under consideration. From antenna's theory come the 
statement that any wave travelling over an aperture plane with propagation coefficient kS 
radiates to the medium, whose propagation coefficient is k, a plane wave in the direction 
making an angle 0  with the normal to the aperture plane.

The resulting effect is shghtly different if one consider a wave travelling along the aperture 
with propagation coefficient greater than that one of the medium. Recalling equation (2.1), 
it is obvious that values o f^  greater than one inq)hes C being imaginary therefore changing 
the physical meaning of the fields in equations (2.2) and (2.3), for they no longer represent 
a wave-fimction but an exponentially decaying field in the %-direction observing the 
envelope

exp — l ) ^x (2.5)
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while travelling in the ^-direction according to equation (2.4). A field like this does not 
propagate but just stores its energy oscillating backwards and forwards across the 
aperture. This kind of wave is also called reactive or evanescent. In more general models, 
any number of the two configurations considered above can coexist, leading to complex 
field distributions over the aperture.

Reasoning it out the opposite way, let us consider now an arbitrary aperture distribution 
along they-directi on so that it can be broken down by Fourier analysis into a composition 
of waves hke in equation (2.4). Depending on its propagation coefficient, it is possible to 
associate each of these components with either a plane wave travelhng in a particular 
direction in the medium or an evanescent wave on the aperture surface, as shown in figure
2.2 and already described. Therefore, the field produced in the region x>0 can be written 
as a combination of waves as those expressed in equations (2.2) and (2.3), with different 
values of 9. Each of these plane wave elements has its own amplitude and phase values 
and the whole set represents an angular spectrum of plane waves.

travelling
w a v esevan escen t

w aves

Figure 2.2 Composition ofplane waves radiating from an aperture plane at x=0.
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In the j&elds' equations given in (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), the parameter ^  is a factor that 
determines the state of a particular wave at the origin of the coordinate system, giving its 
amphtude and phase. Since ^  is a fimction of 6, these equations can be integrated with 
respect to 0 leading to the same angular spectrum obtained before by considering a 

superposition of plane waves. To include in the analysis a possible presence of reactive 
fields it was found convenient to change 6 for the previously defined variable S, whose 
value is real even in case of evanescent waves.

From this point it is usefiil to redefine the angular spectrum to assemble in its final form 
the medium wavelength and the parameter C=cos0. After this modification and fiirther 
integration with respect to S  from -QO to +00, as discussed in the previous paragraph, we 
arrive to the following aperture distribution equation

BAO,y) = j-Jp(S)exp(-JiSy)dS  (2.6)

where P(S)=)jC(S)A(S) is the angular spectrum It can be seen in equation (2 .6 ) that only 
few restrictions for the electric field on the aperture remain. The field is still supposed to 
be two-dimensional, in this case independent of the z-coordinate, and parallel to the xy- 
plane.

After undergoing the same transformations, the expressions for the electromagnetic field 
become

Ê{x,y) = 1  J p (5 ) ( -5 ,C ,0 )e x p [-# (C x + 5 > .) ]^ , (2.7)

1 ?  yVC
and R { x ,y )=^—-  Jp(*S') (0 ,0 ,l) e^[-yA:(Cx: + *^)]-— . (2 .8 )

^  —oo

Looking at equation (2.6), it turns out that it has the format of an inverse Fourier 
transform, with the roles of time and angular frequency played by the position along they- 
direction and the propagation vector conq>onent along the aperture plane respectively.
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Doing the same substitutions for the straight Fourier transform results in the angular 
spectrum obtained in terms of the field distribution as in the equation

P(S) = j E y ( 0 , y )  QxpiJkSy) dy (2.9)

Now that equations (2.6) to (2.9) were derived in the hght of the angular spectrum 
concept we will return to the polar diagram concept and see how the two concepts interact 
to obtain a sohd position about their practical equivalence.

Instead of referring to P(S) as the angular spectrum, it is quite common to express it as a 
fimction of 0 and call it the polar diagram As mentioned above, this way of looking at 

this subject imphes assumptions that the aperture distribution is confined to a limited area 
on the x=0 plane and that the field analysis is made far enough from it. If  this range is also 
appreciably greater than the wavelength, at this far distance the radiation is approximately 
radial. Once these assun^tions are made, the difierent points along the aperture can be 
joined to a distant point by sensibly parallel lines so that when the contributions of 
different positions are superposed to build up the far-field, only a phase shift for the path 
length difference among them must be considered. That is precisely what the exponential 
factor in equations (2.7) and (2.8) represents and it will be here referred to as the path 
factor.

Now let figure 2.3 represent a medium with a size limited aperture at the origin. It turns 
out that at any particular point placed at a large distance from the origin, the only plane 
waves in the angular spectrum that interfere constructively to the electromagnetic field are 
the ones travelling almost radially from the aperture to this particular point. It will be seen 
next that it is vahd under some shght approximations while discussing and observing 
figures 2.3 and 2.4.

As aheady stated, the phase correction apphed to the angular spectrum varies with its path 
and can be written based on figure 2.3 by

exp{-Jkr cos(0- 6  ̂)) (2.10)

where r and 9  ̂ are the polar coordinates of A and 9 is the plane wave propagation 
direction.
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Figure 2.3 Plane waves interfering at a particular point A.

Substituting the above function for the exponential terms in equations (2.7) and (2.8) 
reveals that for values of r much greater than the wavelength, the unbounded integral in 
respect to S=sin6 can be approximated by a hmited integral around 6̂ . This is because for 
values of r s in (6 -0 J » X  the path factor argument starts changing very quickly with 0 thus 
cancelling out periodically the resulting integral. This hypothesis is valid under the 
reasonable assumption that the angular spectrum P(S) itself does not behave in a form to 
neutralise the path phase shift. That means P(S) a slowly varying function.

To back this argument we look at figure 2.3 and note that the distance a is much greater 
than b for approximately the same angle step in the angular spectrum. Therefore the phase 
component due the path changes quite fast when the propagation angle deviates from the 
direction of the point A. This evidence supports the idea that the only components 
interfering constructively to build the electromagnetic field at A are the plane waves 
propagating in directions close to A's position vector.

By looking at figure 2.4 where the argument of the path factor, entitled (j), is plotted for 
distances of lOA and 100A versus the propagation angle, we can observe how this 

simplification mechanism works and in addition verify that the farther from the aperture 
the better the approximation results.
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(j)( degrees ) = atan ( tan ( 20-71 cos ( degrees ) ) )
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Figure 2.4 Path factor phase contribution to the fie ld  at ranges o f  a) JOÀ., and b) 100À.

After this acknowledgement it is easier imderstand why the simplification is feasible 
without altering the resulting field in a significant way. Based on figure 2.4, if again the 
field is taken at a sufficiently large distance from the aperture, the region along the angular 
spectrum that really counts on interfering to form it can be made so small that the angular 
spectrum over this region changes very little and therefore can be brought outside the 
integrals in (2.7) and (2.8). We can continue rewriting the field equations by using these 
simplifications and applying equation (2.10), but before it some variable changes can be 
made, resulting in the equations
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1 %
É{r, 0) = — I  P (0 ) ( -  sin 0 ,cos0 ,o) exp[-y^r cos(0 -  0 o)] dO (2 .11 )

and
1 %

H{r,e)  = — J f ( 0 ) (0 ,0 , 1) ^ ^ [ - j k r  cos(0 -  6,)] dd, (2 .12 )

where 9j and % are the new limits of integration around 6g.

Now with the angular spectrum considerably constant over the effective interval of 
integration and with the field expressed in form of (2 .11) and (2 .12), we can look for the 
solution of the integrals by applying the method of stationary phase (Ishimaru, 1991), with 
the saddle-point at S=9q. Let's briefly follow the method in this particular situation.

The above integrals are in the form

I  = jF { a )  exp[jZg[a)\ da (2.13)

where F(a) embodies the angular spectrum and the field constants for either È  01 H , Z  is 
a large positive real number representing kr, g(a) replaces -cos(9-9f) and C is a contour of 
constant phase for gfq), m this case the real axis. Equation (2.13) is then evaluated by

I  ^ F { a ) exp[y%(a ) +J Y  + j { n l 4)] I n (2.14)

where 7 ' is chosen to give a real and positive result for expression [exp(y2 7 ')g"(a^)], 

which means 7 ' = 0  in this event.

After some variable manipulation, substituting (2.14) in the electric and magnetic fields' 
equations results in expressions

Ê  = J ^ P ( S ) ( - S ,C ,0 ) e x p (2.15)
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and f f  = - J ^ P ( S ) ( 0 ,0 , l ) e x p
71 \ Ar -j

^ . 7t^kr H—
V 4

(2.16)

respectively.

Observing now equations (2.15) and (2.16) it is seen straightforward how the angular 
spectrum can describe the electromagnetic field's phase and anq)Htude in the far-field of an 
antenna aperture.

It is inq)ortant to bear in mind also that to show the polar diagram and angular spectrum 
equivalence some approximations were made in this sequence. First the aperture was 
considered limited in size along they-axis. Then in the analysis was carried out for a point 
situated in the far-field. The concept of angular spectrum however is valid also for 
unlimited apertures and for regions at any distance, including the points in front of them, 
as stated before.

In this section the concepts of angular spectrum and polar diagram were revised. It was 
described how the angular spectrum is derived from the aperture distribution, how the 
electromagnetic field can be obtained from the angular spectrum and how the angular 
spectrum compares with the polar diagram for size limited apertures and at far ranges. 
Next section the plane wave concept will be discussed.

2.2.2 The Plane Wave

The concept of wave suggests the propagation of electromagnetic energy, but most of the 
time it is preferable to look at it as any solution to Maxwell's equations in time and space. 
We are particularly interested in the case of sinusoidal fields for they are the sinq)lest 
solution to Maxwell's equations in an homogeneous medium and we know that any wave 
can be represented by a spectrum of sinusoidal waves. For these waves the phase plays the 
major role in the analysis. They are sufficiently well known not to be extensively described 
here but because they are the basis of many topics in the arriving chapters it is inq)ortant to 
characterise their image.

Plane waves are expressed in the general form

S (x ,y ,z )  = È„ exp{-jic ■r) = É„ exp[-y(fc,x + k^y + (2.17)
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and H {x,y,z) = exp(-y^ exp[-y(A:^x + +  A:̂ z)] (2.18)

where k  is the propagation vector of modulus k  = cOyjJie, the medium propagation 

constant. The time dependence function is omitted. The con^lex vectors and are 

orthogonal to each other and to the direction of propagation, so that

(219)
\k\

where rf is the medium irqpedance and equals ^ f i /  e .

The following among the properties of the planewave so defined deserve allusion:

a) At each point at any instant the two fields ratio is constant and equal to rf.

b) There are planes of equal phase perpendicular to the direction of propagation 
called phase planes. Each wave propagates in the direction of propagation with 
velocity v=0)/k, that equals c in vacuum

c) The phase is mod 2n for any displacement mod X along the direction of 
propagation.

Despite that the homogeneous plane wave described above has no physical reahsation for 
it transports an infinite power, it proves to be a very usefiil tool when used to represent 
other true situations like far-field radiation or TEM waves, and is used to manipulate 
situations as in Fourier analysis. The plane wave model is also the basic element adopted in 
most techniques developed for spatial spectrum estimation and this is the main reason for 
its brief presentation here.

2.2.3 FFT applied to angular spectrum representation

It was shown in subsection 2.2.1 that the angular spectrum can be obtained from the 
aperture distribution and vice-versa. Now we will see that by applying the same principle 
on a sequence representing the measurement of the electromagnetic field in discrete
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positions the angular spectrum can be derived in a similar way by the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT).

Let's start by recalling shortly the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). It is well known that 
the DFT of a sequence x(n) o f #  elements is defined by

N - l

X{k)  = ^x{ri)Qxç[-j2Tikn I N)  A; = 0 , 1, . . . , # - 1, (2 .2 0 )
M=0

and it forms with its counterpart

1 N - \

x(r  ̂= — '^^X{k)Qxç{jlnkn IN) n = 0 , \ , . . . , N (2.21)

a pair like in the continuous domain. Expression (2.21) is sometimes referred to as the 

inverse DFT (IDFT). It is common to represent the factor exp(-y2;r/ N ) hy Wĵ  , 

abbreviating the above expressions.

Another way of thinking of the DFT is as a cycHc fimction of period N, thus permitting the 
domain to extend outside the sequence {0,I,...,N-1}. As a mathematical fimction the DFT 
can be thought of as mapping of N  conq)lex numbers into N  other conq)lex numbers (Karl, 
1989).

The terms FFT and DFT are used indistinctly in many situations but the former actually 
refers to a family of processing algorithms developed by Cooley and Tukey (1965) for 
computing the DFT with far fewer multiphcations than appear in equations (2.20) and 
(2.21). The arrival of these algorithms was a remarkable point in the evolution of digital 
signal processing. An important aspect of the FFT concept is its inherent mathematical 
accuracy, because fundamentally it is not an approximation of the continuous Fourier 
transform but a totally discrete concept based on a set of properties and mathematics that 
are exact in the discrete-time domain. Because there is no mathematical difference 
between the results of the DFT and the FFT, both will be referred to as FFT in this 
context.
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Before continuing it is inq)ortant to mention in reference to the FFT equations that they 
are not corrq)letely standard. In particular the factor 1/N in equation (2.21) can either 
appear in equation (2.20) or spht into two V l /N  factors, one for each equation. The 
forward and inverse dehnitions can be reversed too. This lack of standard definition comes 
from the duahty property of the DFT, where mathematical roles can be interchanged by 
the physical variables (Karl, 1989).

In this thesis we ought to verify and explore the abihty of the FFT to represent accurately 
the angular spectrum as mentioned above. To describe this capacity we will start fi"om a 
particular simple situation, that can be extended to more general cases. We begin adapting 
equations (2 .2 0 ) and (2 .2 1 ) in a form that clarifies their mechanism to relate the angular 
spectrum to the electromagnetic field. By using the duahty property of the FFT and 
substituting k for m to avoid confusion with the propagation constant, we rewrite these 
equations as

X { m )  =  ^ ^ x [ r ^ Q s ç [ j 2 j m i n  I N )  (2 .22)

and x{n) = '^X{rr^çssç{-jl7W in I N )  (2.23)
m=0

that indeed harmonise them to equations (2.6) and (2.9) of the continuous transform

Now let a sequence x(n) represent the electric field measured at equahy spaced points 
along a certain line in the far-field (or the output signal of an array of omnidirectional 
sensors located along this same line). Suppose that a plane wave arrives at this array of 
sensors firom a direction 6 as shown in figure 2.5.

By observing figure 2.5 it turns out that the field at the arbitrary point x^ is given by

x^ = A exp[-yW / sin( 0)] (2.24)

where ^  is a conq)lex representing the wave an:^htude and phase (or the angular 
spectrum) at the origin of the coordinates system, here selected to be the position of the 
first element to sinq)lify the resulting equations.
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Figure 2.5 Plane wave arriving at a linear array.

If we imagine in figure 2.5 a set of plane waves with arbitrary travelling in arbitrary 
directions of angle instead, the field at any given point in the linear array can be 
described as

N - \

= 22'^'. sin(e„)] (2.25)
m=0

where N  is the number of plane waves in the set. Equation (2.25) can be rearranged in the 
form

N - \

x{n) = '^A„exp
m=0

- j 2 k ^sin (e„ ) \n (2.26)

where d  is the inter element spacing in the array. If now equation (2.26) is compared to 
FFT's equation (2.23), and it is observed that the number of plane waves do not exceed the 
number of elements in the array, the following relations come out:

X{m) = A^ and ^  = ^sin(0„). (2.27)

From these relations arises that the FFT produces the angular s p e c t r u m w h e n  the terms
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(2.28)

are the integers 0 < m < #  -1  like they appear in (2.23). It is assumed in equation (2.28) 
that Nd equals D, which is reasonable for large N. But under this conditions only few 
discrete angles of arrival are allowed to exist. Let's then analyse what results when signals 
are coming from any other direction, that is probably what will occur more often in 
practical situations.

In fact the conditions in (2.28) are just the particular cases where the FFT works under 
absolutely correct circumstances as a spatial-spectrum estimator. If the angles of arrival 
differ from those allowed by equation (2.28) the exactness of the transform is somehow 
lost but it still produces a very good approximation by projecting the spectrum and 
spreading it into the discrete points belonging to its domain. These then satisfy (2.28) and 
are also located around the position where the signal really occurs. The accuracy of this 
process is thus dependent of the signal under analysis. If the angular spectrum of the signal 
happens to be present in the proximity of one of the spatial-spectrum lines as defined in
(2.28) it will be resolved more accurately than it would be if its components were placed 
exactly between two adjacent lines.

This can be observed in figure 2.6 where the angular spectrum produced by the FFT is 
plotted versus the variable m for an array of 64 elements. The inputs correspond to angles 
of arrival leading to values of m=2 and m=2.5.

FFT 0.5

1 1 1 1

- M m l  0.5 -

1 0 J------------ 0
40

m

80 40 80

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6 Angular spectrum estimated via FFTfor plane waves arriving at a 64- 
element array with d=}J6. Angles o f arrival o f  a) 10.8 and b) IS. 55 degrees.
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When looking at picture 6(a), where the signal's angular spectrum coincides with one 
particular spatial-spectrum line of the FFT, a sharp plane wave impulse is presented. In the 
plot of the right side however, the spectrum is flattened on its top and the residual amount 
is spread all over the spectrum background suggesting that the signal is not so perfectly 
resolved. It emerges that due to its dispersion along the angular spectrum, when the plane 
wave arrives from the direction shown in figure 2.6(b) there is also a relative loss in the 
spectrum maximum magnitude of the order of 4 dB.

Consider now that the input signal is a circular (or spherical when regarding to 3-D) 
wavefront produced by a punctual source for example. It is known from Fourier analysis 
for the continuous domain that the plane wave angular spectrum of any field distribution, 
thus including the spherical wavefront, can be obtained via the Fourier transform, but let 
see if it is true for the discrete domain of the FFT as well. Bennet and Farhat demonstrated 
in reference [] using a Fourier series technique to describe the function of a spherical 
wavelet that the resulting series corresponds to the function's FFT with a precision of few 
tenths of dB, when the source is taken at a minimum distance of 2D-/X, and D  is also the 
period of the samphng function applied in the technique. For illustration, the results of the 
FFT applied to source signals at distances of a) 2D-/X and b) 20D-fk are shown in figure 
2.7.

20 log i FFT
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-4 0

n
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(a)

Figure 2.7 Far-field distribution fo r sources located at a) R=2DyX and b) R=20DyX
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(b)

Figure 2.7 Far-field distribution fo r  sources located at a) R^2D ‘/X and b) R==20D-/?̂

If the -50 dB value is chosen as a reference in figure 2.7, there will be only few terms of 
the transform crossing this mark, which means that a circular wavefront can be 
represented quite well, by the means of the FFT, using only these few terms of the series. 
Furthermore, the resulting spectrum for a circular wavefront turns out to be as compact as 
the one generated for a planewave, if again a direction conflicting with equation (2.28) is 
chosen. This can be seen in figure 2.8, where the FFT computed for two source 
distributions situated at the same critical angle, corresponding to m=9.5, and ranges of 
R=2D‘/k  and /? = oo are plotted.

-40
0 20 40 60

20-log f I FFT

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8 FFT's angular spectrum estimation o f a) a point source located at R=2DFX 

and 62.95 degrees in bearing, and b) a planewave in the same direction o f  propagation.
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As figure 2.8(a) shows, the position of the source related to the array's broadside is also a 
determinant factor in the FFT's performance analysis when a circular wavefront aperture is 
considered. Once more the results are sharper when equation (2.8) is satisfied. It is such a 
determinant factor in analysing the FFTs suitabihty to represent the angular spectrum, that 
its effect tends to eclipse the effect of the non planarity of the wavefront, and in the 
extremely unfavourable situation as described in figure 2 .8 , the results are alike for both 
circular and plane wavefronts. The argument or the FFT does not play an inq)ortant role in 
such situations because the FFT's values decrease very fast when moving away from the 
position of maximum value, where the argument is nearly zero for ranges larger than

It also follows from equation (2.28) that the resolution is better at the broadside of the 
array, and that it rehes exclusively on the array total length D  and on the wavelength. 
Because of its discrete mapping characteristic, the FFT has poor flexibility to permit 
parameter adjusting and so be accommodated in a manner to explore the angular spectrum 
with its frill discriminating power. Compared with other techniques of spectrum estimation 
it loses in flexibility and resolution, as will be seen later in this section, and one cause for 
this disadvantage is the phenomenon already shown. But its much faster processing speed 
is a strong counterbalancing factor making its choice convenient in many applications.

Yet there is a technique that enables enhancement in FFT's resolution based on the 
expansion of the initial sequence through the addition of zeros. It is usually referred to as 
zero padding. Using this expedient inches that the new spectrum will accommodate more 
samples than the original sequence, therefore reducing the maximum admissible distance 
between any signal's spectrum location and the closest FFT's element. However this 
procedure causes some perturbation on the resulting spectrum, since it reveals the hidden 
convolution of the actual spectrum with a sine fimction, caused by the windowing 
operation performed when the original sequence is truncated. Hence zero padding 
develops a ripple on the angular spectrum, under which undulation some small peaks can 
be masked. Consequently before applying it some earliest knowledge of the expected 
spectrum is required to ensure that none significant component may be hidden. This is a 
dif&cult prediction to do particularly when complex signals are involved. Any 
improvement is then hardly achieved by zero padding and its use is objected in such 
situations.
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In this section the FFT was shortly introduced and some particular aspects for its 
application in angular spectrum estimation were analysed. It has been pointed that:

a) The FFT performs better the planewave angular spectrum estimation when 
the source is placed conveniently to coincide with one of its discrete spatial 
frequencies.

b) These discrete spatial frequencies are determined by the array length and the 
wavelength, provided that a sufficiently large number of sançles are taken.

c) The FFT estimates very weU the angular spectrum of circular planewaves.

d) The use of zero padding technique is not recommended in cases where weak 
signals are expected in the proximity of the dominant spectrum con^onent as 
is the case of the antenna main beam

Next section other spectrum estimation techniques leading to higher angular spectrum 
resolutions will be addressed.

2.2.4 Eigenstructure based method for angular spectrum estimation

It was already seen that the FFT can represent the angular spectrum when applied to a 
discrete sequence obtained by measuring the field over an aperture in equally spaced 
positions. Moreover it was shown that there are some restrictions in this approach, 
specifically when high resolution is significant to the results. It was suggested that these 
restrictions of the FFT are consequence of its nature as an entirely discrete process. But all 
these aspects are of fundamental importance in the present work because one of its goals is 
to find an optimal representation for the wavefront inside the anechoic chamber, where 
reflections coming from the walls are expected. Therefore a reliable process to estimate 
these stray signals' directions and magnitudes is needed. Thus we are lookmg for an 
estimator which can give us, with a good precision, the angle of arrival of the reflections 
and that can also resolve the angular spectrum for signals coming in close directions. 
These characteristics are found in a class of algorithms developed for direction-finding 
tasks and therefore some of them will be presented and the Multiple Signal Classification 
(MUSIC) algorithm will be analysed in this subsection.
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The referred algorithms use superresolution techniques that are based on the generation of 
a covariance matrix from the measurements obtained by an array of antennas distributed, 
either along a line or across a plane, in well defined positions. The covariance matrix is 
then transformed to its eigenbased con^osition where the signal and noise subspaces are 
separated yielding to a noise matrix which is associated to the dataset. The estimation of 
the spectrum density is then performed by projecting a steering vector to this noise matrix 
space. The spectrum estimation techniques differ from each other by the noise structure 
they project the steering vector to. The noise space can be the whole matrix, one of its 
columns or a combination of columns. It can change with the steering vector or remain 
constant during the estimation process.

The MUSIC algorithm is selected for its characteristic of unbiased estimator, high 
resolution performance and ability to support two-dimensional analysis. The long 
processing time required especially when performing two-dimensional spatial-spectrum 
estimations was side-stepped because no real time processing is involved. Let's start 
describing the method.

As originally described by Schmidt [], MUSIC has to do with the determination of multiple 
wavefronts parameters from measurements made at an array of elements in arbitrary 
locations and with arbitrary characteristics of phase, gain, and polarisation. It also 
considers these elements in a noise/interference environment of arbitrary covariance 
matrix. From this situation the algorithm is designed to provide asynq)totically estimates 
of:

1. Number of incident wavefronts;
2. Directions of arrival of the wavefronts;
3. Levels and cross-correlations between the incident signals; and
4. The noise/interference level.

The model is described with the aid of an array manifold by letting M  be the number of 
array elements and D  be the number of incident wavefronts. The signals received at the 
array elements are linear combinations of the incident signals and noise. They can be 
represented via equation (2.29) where the incident signals are given in phase and an^litude 
at some reference point, for instance the origin of the coordinate system, by the conq>lex 
quantities / i , / 2 ,. . ,/£ , and the noise is represented by the complex vector
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Equation (2.29) can be written in the conq)act form

X = A F -\-W (2.30)

where the elements of A are conq)lex quantities and are determined by the array 
element and the /*  signal angle of arrival. They are given value based on the array 
element position relative to the origin of the coordinate system and on its response to the 
/*  signal angle of arrival. The y* column o îA  is the vector a(Qj) and is referred to as a 
mode vector. Knowing the mode vector for a certain direction of arrival means knowing 
the direction of arrival itseU  ̂unless there is an ambiguity in the system These ambiguities 
can be easily avoided by conveniently placing the array elements.

Using a geometrical interpretation, the measurement vector X  and the mode vectors ( the 
columns a(Qj) of ̂  for y=7,2, ... ,D ) can be thought of as vectors in a M  dimensional 
space. Equation (2.30) states that XissL particular linear combination of the mode vectors 
with the elements of F  as coefi&cients. This means that the measurements are confined to 
the range space of a subspace within the M  space assuming D<M. If  we think of a(Q) as 
the continuum of ah possible mode vectors we notice that it also hes inside the M  space. In 
practice a(0) is set when the array is cahbrated. The problem of solving for the angles of 

arrival when postulated in geometrical terms consists of locating the intersections of the 
a(0) continuum with the range space of a subspace inside the M  space. The range space 

of ̂  is obtained firom the measured data and the method for doing this foUows.

Let S  be the covariance matrix of the X  vector. Substituting for X  in equation (2.30) under 
the assun^tion that the incident signals and noise are uncorrelated we obtain

or

S A X X  = A F F  A + m F ' 

S=APA*+ÀS.

(2.31)

(2.32)

where the asterisk denotes the transpose conjugate and P  is the covariance matrix of 7̂ .
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If the incident signals are uncorrelated P  will be rank D  and so will be APA*. The number 
of incident wavefronts is less than the number of array elements that means APA* has a 
rank less than M, hence

|/l/M*| = |5-ASo| = 0 (2.33)

But equation (2.33) is only satisfied when A equals one of the eigenvalues of in the 
metric of̂ ^̂ . Also, for A full rank and P  positive, APA* must be non negative definite, so X 
can only be the minimum eigenvalue solved for equation (2.33). Now equation (2.32) can 
be rewritten as

S = A P A '+ X ^S „  (2.34)

where X ^  is the minimum eigenvalue for (2.33). When the noise vector is mean zero and 
variance cP we have the particular case of X ^ S q=cPL

It is known that the rank of APA* is D, which means that in the set of its eigenvalues zero 
will appear repeated M - D  times. Because from equation (2.34), APA* = S - X ^ S ^ ,  its 
eigenvalues and the eigenvalues of S  always differ by A^, hence it follows that A ^  will 
appear repeated M - D  times among the eigenvalues of S. Consequently the number of 
signals can be estimated from the analysis of these eigenvalues. In practice A ^  can occur 
spread in a cluster rather than in a multiple root.

Moreover the eigenvectors of *S'in the metric of *S'o must satisfy

Se  ̂= X̂ SQê  (2.35)

where e. (for i=l,2, ... ,M) are the eigenvectors associated to the eigenvalues Â. 

Substituting for S  in equation (2.34) we get

APA'e, = (X ,-X ^ )S ,e ,.  (2.36)

But there are M - D  eigenvalues equal to A^, so we must have APA*e=0, and 

consequently

A*e, = 0, (2.37)
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for the eigenvectors associated to these eigenvalues. In other words, equation (2.37) tells 
that the eigenvectors of S  associated to are orthogonal to the space spanned by the 

columns of A, defined as the mode vectors of the incident signals. Therefore these 
eigenvectors are referred to as the noise eigenvectors and the subspace spanned by them is 
the noise sub space. The D  dimensional subspace corresponding to the signal mode vectors 
is referred to as the signal subspace and both sub spaces are disjoint as aheady shown.

Once these subspaces are separated it is possible to identify the signal mode vectors. First 
a noise matrix N  is defined by grouping the noise eigenvectors as its columns. Then the 
squared Euchdean distance cP to the signal space is defined for an arbitrary vector V as 

= V*NN*V. In our process however V is conditioned to the subspace spanned by a(9) 
so we can plot l /d ^  for points along the a(6) continuum as a fimction of the angle of 
arrival 0 , resulting in

Pmv(^) a '( 0 )m 'a (e )

where is the MUSIC power spectrum estimator.

It can happen that the a(0) continuum intersects the D  dimensional signal subspace more 
than D  times when multiple signals are involved leading to spurious responses in the 
angular spectrum.

When the directions of arrival have been found throughout equation (2.38) for all incident 
signals, the matrix A becomes perfectly determined. Now it can be used to calculate the 
parameters of the incident signals by equation

P  = {A’a Y a ' ( S - X ^ S , ) a {a ' a )~\ (2.39)

obtained by ordinary matrix operations on equation (2.32).

The algorithm can also support the signal polarisation analysis if some transformations are 
made. Consider that a polarisationally diverse array is used to detect a signal in the 
direction 6̂ . If we observe how the mode vector for 9q changes accordingly to the signal 

polarisation it can be proven that it sweeps out a two-dimensional subspace. Thus, we 
have two polarisation mode vectors spanning the subspace for a given angle of arrival. It
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means that now we need to calculate the mode vector for two emitter polarisations too. 
These arguments lead to the formulation of an equation for including the polarisation 
diversity effect given by

Pmv (0 ) =
A.

< (6)

(2.40)

where ajifi) and aJ^Q) are two continua corresponding to separately taken x and y  linear 
incident wavefront polarisations. The eigenvector corresponding to provides the 
polarisation parameter. The polarisation effect however will not be treated in this thesis 
anymore for it has not been simulated or inq)lemented during the field measurements. It 
can be considered as a further work.

The MUSIC algorithm has been described so far with the assunq)tion that the signals and 
noise are uncorrelated. For the appHcation in this research however, the signals under 
analysis are expected to be coherent, which means that the hypothesis of conq)lete 
uncorrelation formulated by Schmidt is not vahd in this scenario. Nevertheless there is a 
process denominated spatial smoothing that handles this particularity and allows the use of 
MUSIC for direction of arrival estimation of coherent signals. The method was introduced 
by Evans [] and will be addressed next.

Let us first summarise the algorithm. In its original form MUSIC is based on the following 
tasks:

1. Collection of data to form autocovariance matrix S.

2 . Eigenstructure calculation for S  in the metric of Ŝ .

3. Decision about the number of signals based on the number of detected in 
task 2 .

4. Evaluation of P j^  ( O) using equation (2.38).

5. Determination of the angles of arrival from the D  peaks of ( 9).
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6 . Calculation of the signal covariance matrix and of other parameters using 
equation (2.39).

The method for performing the spatial smoothing is to he inserted between tasks 1 and 2 
of the previous algorithm. It can be apphed in two-dimensional array analysis too but to 
explain this method, also referred to as a 'pre-whitening' process, we look at the particular 
situation of a uniform linear array.

Let D  narrow band planewaves of a single wavelength À arrive at the array from directions 
{9^,02, ... Recalling figure 2.5 and changing the symbols to adapt the representation 

to the current description, a linear array constituted of M  identical sensors can be 
described in terms of the received signal at the element as

p=i
+w, (2.41)

where is the conq)lex response of the array element to the wavefront, is the
complex notation of the planewave, d  is the array inter element space, and w. is the 
additive noise to the sensor.

The purpose here is to deal with correlated signals only, so it is assumed that the noise in 
each sensor is a stationary and ergodic process with zero mean and that all M  processes 
have identical variance, ( f  for instance. These noises are also supposed uncorrelated with 
the signals and between themselves.

With a further sinq)hfrcation by considering the sensors omnidirectional (ûf*=l for all k) 
and using vector notation to represent the sensors' responses, equation (2.41) can be 
rewritten as

= (242)
p=l

where % is the column vector (%̂ ,%2 ,...,%^), IF is the noise column vector

and a(Qp) whose structure embodies the exponential term of (2.41) is denoted as the 
steering vector of the array in the direction 9̂ , that is, the mode vector at 9  ̂ and its 

elements are given by
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1
exp (-jY ^ )

exp(-2yv^^)

e x p (-y (M -l)w  )

(2.43)

vdiere tK, = 2 w -s m (e J . (2.44)

Equation (2.42) can be sinq)lified to make use of the vector form, resulting the equation

X = A F + W (2.45)

where F  is the column vector

F  =

7 i
7

/p

(2.46)

and A is the ( M x P)  array manifold defined by A = • • •,«(0^)].

This is still the same situation shown for uncorrelated signals detection. To guarantee the 
detection of correlated signals we let the linear array be of size L larger than M  and divide 
it into overlapping subarrays of size M  like in figure 2.9.

The set of array sensors {l,2,...yL} are thus divided into groups of M  elements. The first 
subarray is formed by the set {1,2,...,M}, the second by the set {2,3,...,M+l}and so on, 
resulting in (Z-M+1) subarrays.
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Figure 2.9 Spatial smoothing subarray forming scheme.

If Xjt represents the signal at the subarray s(*̂ , it can be written as

X .  = (2.47)

where ZM) denotes the A* e?q>oneat of the (P  x p) diagonal matrix

£ )  =  d ia g [e jq ) ( -y > i  ) , ••• ,  e x p ( - y y p ) ] , (2.48)

The covariance matrix for the subarray is therefore

(2.49)

where P  is the covariance matrix of the sources as in equation (2.32) and the term cPI 
appears from the noise characteristics.

The spatially smoothed covariance matrix is now defined as the average of the L -  M + \  
matrices obtained in equation (2.49), and is given by

(2.50)
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where B=L-M+l is the number of subarrays. By the substitution of for (2.49) we can 

rewrite (2.50) as

S = A{-j^D^^-^^PD'^’'- A A '+ d ‘l ,  (2.51)
*=1

01 defining a modified signal covariance as

f  = (2.52)

we can simplify (2.51) by

S = A P A ’ + ( f l .  (2.53)

It is essential that a linear phase progression takes place in the array manifold to vahdate 
this analysis, which is true for the linear array under consideration. Furthermore it has to 
be demonstrated that the smoothed covariance matrix obtained by this process is non
singular to allow MUSIC algorithm to run. This has heen handled by Delfeld Q by showing 
that when the number of elements in the subarray is equal or greater than the number of 
arriving signals, S  will be a non-singular matrix despite the signal's coherence. Because of 
the wide appHcation of the smoothing process in subsequent topics of this study, and to 
give a more complete view of this point, the referred treatment will be addressed in next 
paragraphs.

Starting fi-om the array’s ( M x M)  smoothed covariance S  let examine each of its 

elements ŝ . It follows from the definition of S  that:

1 ^
's = (2-54)

^  k= l

where the star indicates the conçlex conjugate of the array’s element measurement.

Then, by substituting equation (2.45) for X  in (2.54) and expanding the rows and 
columns multiphcations it results
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f̂j = - |S É S ( ^ " * + < - u  +w't^j-i) (2-55)
^  *=1 7=1 m=l

where a are the elements of the array manifold.

The noise is assumed white Gaussian and the terms between signals and noise will average 
to zero, so equation (2.55) can be written as

+ (2-56)
^  k = l 7=1 m=l

where 5 is the Kronecker delta fimction.

By using the form of equations (2.43) and (2.44) the terms may be written as phase 
fimctions of the element position and of the angle of arrival, but before it some indexing 
changes should be done to avoid symbohc ambiguity. So we write

f  .2n
^a,B = exp - y — j(o f-l)s in (0 ^ )j. (2.57)

Hence the terms containing the array manifold elements in equation (2.56) become

-sin0^)+flf(asin0^  -/3sin0/w)) 
A

(2.58)

From the observation of (2.58), it follows that the first parcel of the exponential vanishes 
when averaged on the basis of equation (2.56), so only when / equals m the result of the 
summation is significant. However to ensure this circumstance it is essential that the 
number of elements in the summation is made large enough. To achieve this in practice, 
the number of subarrays computed in the averaging process must be at least greater than 
the number of incident signals.

Now the expression for the elements of S  can be written as

=  (2.59)
7=1 V
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which is identical to the expression one obtains when considers a set of uncorrelated 
signals coming from the same directions as originally estabhshed.

This result shows how MUSIC can be useful for an appHcation where coherent signals are 
expected. However, differently from the mathematical tools used at the beginning of this 
subsection, where the array was given no restrictions about its arrangement, the problem 
of correlated signals has been treated on the basis of theoretical deductions made in 
respect to a structure of elements restricted to the linear and equahy spaced array. Because 
this is exactly the environment found in the appHcations under analysis in this research, 
there is no concern about applying the pre whitening technique on the data collected 
during the measurement sections. Further in this work it wiU be necessary to apply the 
smoothing technique in two dimensional enq)loyment but again the conditions wUl be 
favourable because of the symmetry of the planar array. The use of MUSIC in two 
dimensional analysis wiU be addressed in chapter 3.

There are some other considerations to be made in respect to the appHcation of the 
smoothing process. The method for deciding about the number of signals, determining 
their directions of arrival based on the power spectrum estimation and calculating the 
actual signal parameters is the same as described for the incoherent case. The only 
difference is in the use of the smoothed covariance instead of the straight covariance 
matrix. This substitution brings about some limitations to the capacity of the system in 
detecting and resolving signals. Since the dimension of the smoothed covariance matrix is 
not the whole array, it foUows straightforward that the angular resolution of this method is 
reduced by the rate {M I L) because of the reduction in the aperture. The number of 

maximum detectable signals is reduced by the same reason for it is limited by the number 
of array elements, and furthermore it is limited by the number of subarrays involved in the 
process. This particularity actuaUy halves the array size, because when a large number of 
signals is expected both M  and L-M  must be greater than the number of arriving signals in 
order to ensure detection by the algorithm.

Apart from these disadvantages, there is at least one favourable point in using the 
smoothing technique which is related to the efl&ciency of the algorithm. Because the 
largest computation times are spent both while reducing the covariance matrix to its 
eigenstructure and principaUy wfrile searching for angles of arrival, the processing time in 
this assignments is reduced when the array size decreases. This reduction is very 
expressive compared with the time required to smooth the covariance matrix which is 
nearly irrelevant in the global task.
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MUSIC has been conq)ared to other spectrum estimation methods like Maximum Entropy, 
Maximum Likelihood and conventional beam forming technique and it shows by far a 
higher angular resolution and accuracy. When conq)ared to other eigenstructured methods 
like Esprit, Fine, Closest, Min-norm, etc. the present algorithm normally shows an 
equihbrated con^arison table, trading off the angular resolution threshold and the peak 
location variance while the SNR varies in the considered environment. In this thesis only 
MUSIC and FFT wiU be used in the analysis.

In this section, in view of the superior performance of eigenstructured methods to resolve 
signals combined in a planewave angular spectrum, the MUSIC algorithm has been 
reviewed. The pre-whitening process required to apply the algorithm in classi^ing 
coherent signals has been presented too. It has been shown how this process can be 
inserted in the algorithm without further adaptations but changing the array dimension to 
the new subarray size. Next chapter we will return to the discussion of MUSIC and its 
performance will be examined for linear and two-dimensional configurations.
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CHAPTER 3 

WAVEFRONT QUALITY EVALUATION

3.1 PRELIMEVARY CONSIDERATIONS

The main idea in this research is the determination of the anechoic chamber wavefront 
characteristics assisted by spatial-spectrum superresolution techniques. As a secondary 
step, an arrangement to investigate a synthetic inverse process able to remove the 
undesirable effects of the wavefront's round shape and of eventual reflections, both present 
in data collected in this medium, had been considered. However, motivated by the growing 
interest in the signal processing involved in the first role and hy the knowledge that the 
implementation of the second task depends on the wavefront evaluation, whose results 
would not be available in practical time, the research objective has been steered to focus 
exclusively on the wavefront evaluation task.

In this chapter the measurements taken in the anechoic chamber at UCL are discussed and 
the results are analysed with the aid of angular spectrum estimations provided by the FFT 
and by MUSIC, the latter with spatial smoothing as described in subsections (2.2.3) and 
(2.2.4). Because the experimental tests were actually carried out based on the equipment 
installed in the Engineering Department, some relevant aspects of its description and main 
operational features are given in chapter 4 as a reference. In this section an explanation of 
the methods and procedures followed in the experimental tests is given. In addition, some 
simulations are run and their results briefly analysed at the beginning of sections (3.2) and 
(3.3), while some extra graphics with useful data are found in appendix (3.1).

3.1.1 Experimental data measurement procedure

As already mentioned, the aim in the wavefront evaluation process is to identify the 
curvature of the main beam and to locate the stray signals eventually found in the anechoic 
chamber. Because the stray signals are so weak (as they must be) inside the chamber, they 
easily find their presence being masked under situations such as high noise levels, 
inaccurate measurements or by distortions introduced to the results during the analysis
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process. Thus, we have to look for nearly optimum test conditions along the whole 
approach, from the data collection until the last phase of the signal processing.

The signal processing is totally digital and therefore benefits from the high precision 
provided by computer calculation, therefore the critical factor in assessing the process 
accuracy is the field measurement sequence performed in the quiet zone. This means that 
the measuring equipment must have a good rehabihty and as we are looking at relative 
levels, a large dynamic range is required and is as significant as the cahbration accuracy 
itself. However, the required dynamic range is a particularly difficult parameter to estimate 
for there is no provision for the expected levels of the stray signals, apart from the 
assunq)tion that they must be several dBs below the main beam Hence one has to assure 
that these stray signals levels are a good margin higher than the sensitivity of the 
instruments and in a possible range allowing these levels being discriminated from the 
system noise.

Considered as a whole system, the total phase and gain characteristics of the test 
equipment must remain stable during the measurement duration. This is because the 
sarrqples are taken o different occasions. This stabihty is critically affected by tercperature 
variations. When precautions to control or conq)ensate these variations during the 
measurement routine runtime are not taken, it causes a drift in the field's phase 
measurement that is prohibitive to its further analysis. This aspect is discussed in section 
(4.2) for its considerable effect on the data conçilation.

On the basis of these considerations, measurements inside the anechoic chamber are 
carried out at uniformly spaced discrete points distributed along a line traverse to the main 
direction of propagation. The phase and anq)htude of the electric field are sanq)led three 
times in each particular position and after some statistical checks they are vahdated and 
averaged to produce the actual reading. The probe, after measuring the field all over the 
quiet zone, is returned to its reference position, where the phase drift is checked to ensure 
that it has not exceeded the tolerance fixed at 2  degrees.

Apart from being rather simple, this method is also effective because the tenq)erature 
hardly varies sufficiently fast to produce a half cycle variation during the limited procedure 
runtime, calculated to be around 6  minutes for 64 sanq)les along the quiet zone. Besides, 
this method enables the detection of any other abnormal behaviour of the test assembly 
occurred during the runtime if this has caused a phase shift.
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The phase drift becomes more evident in two-dimensional measurements. In this situation 
the time required to run the measurement routine is sufficiently long to bring about 
variations of several degrees in the phase reference. One proposal to keep the variation 
inside the limits is a control second probe placed in a reference position for the whole 
array. Nevertheless, because in our system the probe is required to be manually positioned 
every time it is moved from one line to the next in the measurement procedure, it turns out 
that returning the same probe to the array reference position after finishing one line of 
measurements, as a phase control procedure, does not make the process any longer or 
complex than it already is. Therefore, for its simplicity, this second control method is 
adopted.

Other valuable practice is the correction of the phase reference plane at the end of each 
line measurement even if the tolerance has not been exceeded. This prevents accumulating 
errors from building up during the array measurement.

The measurement routine runs in a HP-BASIC environment that controls the test 
equipment and stores the measured data in separate files for each processed line. The 
selected parameters are entered via keyboard at the beginning of the routine and there is 
also an option for default values selection. This is useful in case of repetitive parameters in 
different runs as in a two-dimensional array measurement. The software is summarised in 
chapter 4, and the parameters will be discussed is this section.

3.1.2 Selection of test parameters and algorithms

Before starting the analysis of the measured datafiles let's discuss briefly what kind of 
parameters we can count on to change during the evaluation process, to obtain a broader 
result conq)ilation, and provide so a more consistent basis to infer from after obtaining the 
analysis results. The description is done initially on an intrinsic basis for each parameter 
and when necessary the algorithm is introduced.

Basically there are only two parameters independent from the selected spectrum analysis 
algorithm, the wavelength and the sample interval. To specify the wavelength we have to 
examine the characteristics of the medium and verify which ranges of frequencies are 
allowed to be detected and analysed. In our test environment this range is limited in the 
upper frequency by the network analyser bandwidth at approximately 14 GHz and in the 
lower frequency by the transmitter antenna size. The horn antenna used during the 
measurements has its cut-off frequency at some point between 5GHz and 6 GHz. This
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aspect however is addressed in section (4.2), while here only the operational consequences 
of the frequency selection on the measured field are wanted.

Remembering that the measurements take place in the fer-field, it can be assumed that the 
electromagnetic field is propagating in a radial direction from the antenna to the measuring 
positions, so one can think of spherical surfaces of constant phase travelling out from the 
antenna. Consequently, the phase measurement along a straight line or over a plane in the 
quiet zone describes a circular curve or a spherical surface. The wavelength is then 
responsible for the curvature of this circle or circular surface, and varying it wiU congress 
or smooth the phase undulation. Let now explain this geometrical situation clearly for it 
provides a good insight and visualisation aid.

The goal is to express the spherical wavefront along a reference line situated in a given 
punctual source's far-field region. When this wavelet arrives perpendicularly to the 
reference line, at its central point and also the origin of the coordinate system, the field 
expression is approximated by (Bennett and Farhat)

f { x )  = exp
I R ,

(3.1)

where the httle space attenuation factor a{x) = R /  is ignored, k=2n/X, R  is the

distance from the source to the coordinate system's origin and x  is the distance to the 
origin along the line in consideration.

However when the source is located in a non-symmetrical position, for instance leading to 
an angle 0  between the origin-source direction and a line perpendicular to the reference, 
the problem can be analysed by observing figure 3.1.

The spherical wave approaching from an angle 0 originates a field along the reference line 
given by the expression

/ ( x )  = exp (3-2)

where r can be worked out from the geometry of figure 3.1 as a fimction of x  for a given 
angle of arrival 0 and source range R  by equation
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= -  R, (3.3)

resulting in expression

f ( x )  = exp j ^ ( y l R ^  + 2 x/?sin 6 + x^ -7?) 
A

(3.4)

reference
line

source

Figure 3.1 Spherical wavefront

For 6=0 the term inside the parenthesis can be substituted for a power series leading to 
equation (3.1).

Observing equation (3.4) the circular form of the field expression argument is revealed. 
This circular shape can be approximated by the parabola in the region where x « R  and 
^ 0  by applying the simplification exposed in equation (3.1).

Using the same reasoning in the three-dimensional problem, similar results are achieved for 

the field's phase over a plane surface instead. Defining the vectors and

P = (x,y,0) as the source position and the probe position respectively one can write the 

expression
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= ^ R ^ + ( x ^ + y ^ ) + 2 R - y fx ^ ^ à a a - R  (3.5)

Jl X
where a  = —  a ' and sin a' = _ _ , (3.6)

R

resulting in the electromagnetic field equation defined over the xy-plane given by

f ( x , y )  = exp +[x^ +y^)  + 2Ryfx^ + y  s in a - i ? j (3.7)

this time resembling a spherical surface in its argument.

Because the measuring session takes quite long when running for a two-dimensional array, 
this option is not recommended for searching any particular critical frequency that might 
show up in the angular spectrum investigation. Hence the two-dimensional tests are 
carried out at one specific frequency, while the one-dimensional tests cover the available 
frequency range.

The inter element distance deserves a carefid specification treatment since albeit it is 
appointed before the measurement ürçlementation, this parameter's choice exerts 
significant influence in subsequent procedure steps. Besides it plays shghtly different roles 
according to the selected analysis technique.

On the whole the inter element spacing must frdfil the minimum sanq)ling frequency 
criterion of Fourier's analysis that demands a minimum sanq)ling frequency of twice the 
signal bandwidth. Hence to avoid any angular ambiguity it must be confined to an upper 
limit of half wavelength. Besides the inter element spacing must be con^romised to 
another important parameter, the total number of sanq)les. Their product is limited by the 
array size, which itself is restricted by the chamber physical dimensions and by the size of 
quiet zone.

Clearly the best inter element spacing choice would be the smallest possible value, but 
because there are practical limits imposed by the processing algorithm, those brought 
about by speed and memory allocation constraints, one has to search for an optimum 
interval length that compromises efficiency and feasibihty. So, the range of recommended
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spacings is conJQned to a range with the upper limit determined by the wavelength and the 
lower limit by the confutation environment. This is particularly relevant in two- 
dimensional array analysis, where sometimes the unambiguous angular resolution criterion 
must be sidestepped to properly provide running conditions for the algorithm.

Because most of the parameters rely specifically on the elected angular spectrum 
estimation algorithm, they are hereinafl;er discussed in regard to the algorithm under 
analysis. As aheady seen this rule can even stand for the inter element spacing.

The angular estimation is done here by means of two different techniques, namely the FFT 
and MUSIC, which are described in chapter 2. In the following paragraphs the parameter 
analysis is continued based on these two io f  lementations.

Because of its intrinsic characteristics, it tuns out that the FFT algorithm it is not able to 
support interaction by change of parameters while performing the spectrum analysis. The 
algorithm does not offer opportunity to match its parameters to the dataset, and so extract 
the maximum information fi*om the analysis. Therefore any change in the procedure must 
be introduced to the dataset before running the FFT itself that means, once the data is 
collected it can generate only one result from \riiich conclusions can be drawn. There is 
one technique of zero padding, to be used with the FFT allowing different analysis results 
for a unique dataset, but its use must be ruled out fi*om this context for it brings about 
undesired ripple in the angular spectra.

Because of the FFTs fast speed, the only concerns in reducing too much the inter element 
spacing are related to the size of the resulting array, but in a strict examination it turns out 
that reducing the interval's length much fiirther than the limit estabhshed by the san f ling 
criterion doesn't bring any in f  rovement to the algorithm

Consequently the only precaution required is to ensure that the total number of samples N  
be large enough to make the quantity N/N+1 approach unity. This lets the resulting 
angular spectrum estimation be totally independent fi*om the inter element spacing, as it 
should be as an intrinsic characteristic of the incident signal.

Summarising, the inter element spacing for the FFT angular estimation can be set to a 
range of values bounded by only one condition, the maximum allowed sanfling interval 
that is equivalent to a half wavelength. Extra care must be taken on choosing this interval 
to produce a large number of sanfles as a result, so large that the process becomes
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practically independent from any further change in this variable. In this case the spacing is 
dictated by the actual array length divided by the desired number of sangles.

We now look at the inter element spacing range as interpreted by the MUSIC algorithm 
The algorithm is described in chapter 2 and is based on the generation of a noise 
covariance matrix from the measurement dataset, followed by a sequential check of 
orthogonahty between this noise matrix and a steering vector representing the possible 
angles of arrival of the signal. The particular vectors resulting orthogonal to the noise 
matrix are considered true signals and their characteristics can be recovered from 
information on their angles of arrival, their measurements covariance matrix and from the 
configuration of the measurement array.

The inter element spacing condition for upholding unambiguous angular estimation 
remains unchanged at half wavelength maximum. This is because the phase progression of 
the steering vector must be such that there cannot be two different angles leading to it.

The number of elements will again play its role in the spacing choice. Recalling the 
algorithm description, it is known that the number of elements should exceed the number 
of arriving signals. The number of elements should also support the array size reduction 
inq)osed by the smoothing technique. Therefore we are driven to a situation similar to the 
one in FFT analysis, where a large number of elements are desired.

A strong limitation arises here because of computational limits to process the large 
matrices involved. The two-dimensional MUSIC algorithm demands handling arrays of 
size up to the fourth power of the number of elements in a single line. This is a numeric 
value that easily exceeds most con^uters working space allocation. If the working space is 
not exceeded, one can end up in processing times too long for analysis purposes.

To get about this puzzling situation one has to consider reducing the number of elements. 
However this will allow the possibihty of ambiguities to occur for it increases the inter 
element spacing. To en^hasise the consequences of having an inter element spacing larger 
than 2 /2 , it is illustrated in figure 2  a situation where the phase progression (j> is plotted as 
a function of the angle of arrival 6 when the inter element distance is 2 0 mm and the 
wavelength is 30mm

As can be observed in the figure 3.2, for angles of arrival more than 47 degrees off the 
array broadâde direction there will be an angular ambiguity. The larger the spacing gets 
the closer the ambiguous angles start.
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Therefore it must be borne in mind that the resulting spectra can be pointing signals in 
wrong positions when using spacings larger than the half wavelength.

200

(|i( degrees )

-200
-1 0 0 - 5 0 0 50 100

6( degrees )

Figure 3.2 Linear array phase progression as function o f  the angle o f  arrival fo r  Vd= l.5

The solution for the ambiguities comes by conq>arison, when the real angles can be 
worked out by running the algorithm twice, changing the inter element spacing and 
observing if the angles of arrival stand steady. If they do, they are really in the closest 
angle with reference to the array broadside, otherwise they are in the far sector related to 
it and must be calculated via

iTid
(3.8)

where is the true angle of arrival, 0  ̂ is one of the calculated angles and d  is the 
respective inter element spacing. The value of 2% should be subtracted if 0̂  is positive and 
added if 0  ̂is negative.

This method can work out the angles when the array's d  is maintained smaller than A, 
which means a maximum of two possible angles of arrival to choose from for a given 
phase progression. If  the number of elements must be reduced more, generating situations 
where more than two different angles correspond to the same phase progression, the 
method can stdl be used, but with some minor changes to equation (3.8), leading to

0 ^ = sin ^
Iwd V A y

(3.9)
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where # i s  an integer variable assuming all values that satisfy

iTid X
<1 (3.10)

in the interval is the largest integer < { -d  / X) and is the smallest integer

>(d / X). Now the calculations must be carried out for all values o f N, until one obtains 

equal values of O^fbr both values of the inter element spacing under consideration.

The algorithm can get quite con^lex in the case of several signals present. Also, because 
of the angle down-conversion mechanism, the technique can mix up different signals 
creating difficulties to estimate their actual number, an essential data in MUSIC 
performance. Another inq)ortant remark is about the blind sectors created by the main 
beam in this sort of situation. They can be obtained from equation (3.9) by setting 6̂  to 
zero and calculating O^fbr values of N  different from zero.

For all the above reasons, it turns out that overruling the sampling rate limit is a complex 
task and it is probably not worth being used as an accelerating tool, except if  the region of 
interest is constrained to a small sector around the array broadside.

When this procedure is extended to two-dimensional arrays the corq)lexity grows a bit 
further. Here both elevation and azimuth angles should be processed in parallel. The 
ambiguous angular possibihties are grouped in pairs of possible solutions and amount to a 
quantity that is the square of the number existing for a single linear array of same length. 
The individual angles can still be worked out by equation (3.8) or (3.9) but the comparison 
step involves scanning all combinations of the two polar coordinates angles. This becomes 
a critical issue because the planar array processing is exactly where the matrix structures 
become very large, often demanding a dataset decimation to fit them to the computer's 
working space.

According to the context so far, it looks desirable that the inter element spacing chosen in 
the experimental tests be in conformance with the minimum value of half wavelength, but 
to provide a reasonable performance of the algorithm it may be necessary sometime to 
decimate the dataset, driving us to the opposite situation.
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During the experimental tests analysis this necessity has occurred only for the planar array 
study and the parameter has been chosen in a form leading to d  = 2XI3.  This ensures a 
maximum of two ambiguous angles to deal with, as the situation presented in figure 3.2. 
This arrangement provides an unambiguous angular detection sector of 47 degrees taken 
from the array broadside direction to each side of it, therefore demanding some care when 
handling the resulting angular spectrum Absolutely, to resolve any ambiguity at this stage 
it will be necessary to measure the field twice using different spacing as discussed before.

Besides the selection of the wavelength and the array spacing, there is still one parameter 
left to comqpletely specify the signal readings in the anechoic chamber, the number of 
sampling positions. As a uniformly spaced array is being treated this number frankly 
traduces itself into the array length whose effects are very irq)ortant to be evaluated and 
will be seen next in this topic.

It is well known that the larger a process observation window is the better is the 
information extracted from its sangles. Hence the effective limitation element to obtain a 
convincingly high angular resolution in the chamber spectrum estimation is the limited 
array length inq)osed to this evaluation.

This can be observed straightforward in FFT equations writing the argument for the 
angular spectrum as the far-field variable

M = ^ s in (0 ) , (3.11)

where 0 is the angle of arrival and D  is the array total length. In equation (3.11) it is again 

assumed that the number of elements N  is large enough to make { N - \ )  I N  approach the 

unity so one can confirm that, keeping the wavelength as a constant while u assumes 
integer consecutive values, the only element capable of changing the angular resolution is 
the array length.

When this analysis comes to the eigenbased method supporting MUSIC algorithm, it turns 
out that because this family of algorithms has a different approach for estimating the 
planewave spectrum there is not, as far as it is known here, a closed formula to express its 
angular resolution. However, this influence of the array length in determining the angular 
spectrum resolution can still be observed without contest by experimental tests or by 
simulation of real signals. Therefore angular resolution evaluation tests involving this
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eigenbased method are carried out in sections (3.2) and (3.3) for linear and two- 
dimensional arrays respectively.

As a general rule one can consider that for a given algorithm the product of the array 
length by the resulting angular resolution is a constant whose value determines the 
effectiveness of the algorithm in resolving closely arriving signals. By increasing the length 
of the array, the resolution can be raised in the same proportion.

In our particular apphcation however, the benefit of enlarging the array length cannot be 
exploited fiirther than the chamber physical limits. In practice what actually happens is that 
the measurement region is estabhshed by the probe positioner extent, which is a square 
with sides about 320mm long. Although the array length cannot be used as an 
improvement factor in this situation, its discussion is considered useful for it provides a 
good comprehension on the angular resolution point.

So far in this subsection some parameters to be adopted in the measurement performances 
and their influences on the spectrum analysis have been discussed, firstly without 
considering any particular algorithm and then by taking it into account. Next we wih 
extend the discussion to some other factors present in MUSIC routine, v ^ c h  existence is 
transparent during the early phases of the process, but that can interfere in the analysis 
results and so deserve investigation.

As described in chapter 2, to run MUSIC for coherent signals it is necessary that the 
measured signal covariance matrix undergoes a smoothing process before proceeding with 
its decomposition into the required eigenstructure. Furthermore there is also shown that 
the number of subarrays necessary to generate this smoothed matrix should be at least 
equal to the number of arriving signals. From MUSIC definition itself it is known that the 
number of elements in the array must be larger than the number of arriving signals too. 
These two requirements set up a parameter in the algorithm, which by analogy from beam 
forming techniques will be here referred to as beam length. This beam length is nothing 
else than the size of the subarray generated by grouping the whole set of elements in 
equally sized subsets. This number should be defined in a way that satisfies the two 
conditions aheady recalled, which are represented by equations

B > P  (3.12)

and N - B > P ,  (3.13)
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where B is the beam length, N  is the total array size and P stands for the number of 
planewaves expected to arrive in the array.

Tlie optimum value of the beam length for a particular measurement dataset may be 
worked out by simulation, but from now it can be seen that when a high number of signals 
are expected, the value B^N/2  is the one holding the highest potential margin for absolute 
detection, and is therefore appointed here to begin the analysis with.

Another factor to be considered in the angular spectrum analysis with MUSIC is the 
setting of a signal threshold value for the P j^  estimator. This is quite a difficult task 
specially when the signal to noise ratio goes low, giving rise to spurious peaks. An easier 
way to work out what the directions of the signals are is to pick out the P  greatest peaks 
from Pf^j, where P is the number of eigenvalues greater than zero in the measurement 
covariance matrix. In this case a threshold value must still be allocated because most of the 
time the noise eigenvalues are not perfectly spotted on zero and must be skilfully 
identified.
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Figure 3.3 plots o f  coherent signals at -5 and +5 degrees processedfor beam
lengths o f  a)N/4, b)N/2 and c)3N/4.

To observe this phenomenon we have run the algorithm for three different values of B, 
chosen as N/4, N/2 and 3N/4. The spectrum estimator is plotted versus the angle of 
arrival for two planewaves at ±5 degrees. The result shown in figure 3.3 displays quite an 
homogeneous spectra set but there is a slightly small slope in graph (a) and a slightly high 
background level in graph (c), suggesting that N/2 may the best choice for B. However, 
the difference obtained is so small that it suggests a consistent freedom in this parameter 
selection once equations (3.12) and (3.13) are satisfied. In this example however there is 
no noise added to the signal, which may change the optimum point.

In this section a measurement routine suitable to sample the anechoic chamber field has 
been described. The environment surrounding the angular evaluation tests has been 
examined too. It has been explained that the analysis will be performed by means of two 
algorithms, namely FFT and MUSIC, and their parameters were overlooked, from which 
analysis the following points should be emphasised.

a) The wavelength in the chamber is conceivable to assume values in the range 
of frequency form 6 up to about 13 GHz and it will be reflected in the 
curvature of the phase along the measuring array, which has got a circular 
shape.

b) Varying the inter element spacing doesn't bring itself any improvement to the 
spectrum analysis results when the interval is reduced beyond its natural
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boundary of half wavelength, but it does cortçhcate the angular spectrum 
analysis when pushed up to values exceeding this limit.

c) A large number of sangles are recommended to be taken in the field 
measurement despite the algorithm in use, but the limitation factors in each 
case are sHght different and can lead to different settings, particularly when 
planar arrays are being processed.

d) The ratio of the total array length to the wavelength defines the angular 
resolution of both FFT and MUSIC. Yet, MUSICs resolution is only 
assessed experimentally.

e) When the smoothing technique is necessary to run MUSIC, the optimum 
value to start the subarray length with is half of the total array length. This 
ensures the maximum resolution power for high SNR.

In the next sections some other parameters can appear in the analysis but they will be 
analysed at the time. The ones aheady described are particularly important and they also 
bring some insight to the analysis.

3.2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

This section starts with the analysis of a series of simulations that have heen run to probe 
the suitabihty o f the proposed FFT and MUSIC algorithms for angular spectrum 
estimation. The outcomes here can also conq>lement the grasp of some related concepts 
formerly addressed in the theory.

The flow is then dhected to the analysis of conçiled measurement files where one
dimensional arrays are processed to work out the anechoic chamber's planewave angular 
spectrum, first on the basis of the FFT algorithm and followed by MUSIC.

These results were obtained in conformance with the methods and procedures described in 
chapter 4 and show approximately the expected shape of the wavefront in the anechoic 
chamber, revealing some sidelobes in the angular spectrum specially when derived by the 
superresolution technique.
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3.2.1 Simulations

We will start by using the FFT method and then apply MUSIC in the same conditions. The 
latter algorithm has been more extensively tested for two main reasons: firstly because the 
FFT is less flexible and doesn't provide so many alternatives to be considered and secondly 
the superresolution technique must be further explored to reveal more information 
required to its full conq>rehension.

The simulations presented here are based on planewaves and circular waves models 
incident on a uniform linear array configuration, as discussed in the previous sections.

These arrays have been specified with the same test parameters used in the measuring 
sections, allowing straight conq)arisons to be made between this results and the ones to be 
obtained in the immediate section. These simulations, however, can lighten with their 
results some details that may escape firom the actual dataset analysis when eventually 
awkward conditions are met. They also provide the opportunity to compare the two 
algorithms in focus.

It is noticeable that these array response simulations and data collected by the probe in the 
experimental tests can be treated indistmctly in this analysis. This is totally accepted 
because the coupling of the array elements is normally ignored in theory and the probe 
measurements phase and amphtude are relative quantities independent of time, except for 
the noise parcel assumed at very low level.

There are several controls that can be managed to shape the overall pattern of an array, 
namely:

a) the geometrical configuration of the array;

b) the relative displacement between elements;

c) the gain of each element;

d) the phase shifl; of each element; and

e) the relative pattern of the individual elements.
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la  this case a linear uniformly spaced array of identical elements is being considered so 
these parameters are reduced by the symmetry of the problem leaving us fewer choices to 
shape the array pattern. The geometrical configuration reduces to a sim$)le matter of total 
number of elements. The relative displacement can be broken down into the inter element 
spacing and the wavelength. The gain and phase shift of each element are removed by the 
assumption of identical elements and the element relative pattern can be discarded by 
assuming it omnidirectional.

All these assumptions and snq)lifications are also logical to the measuring method adopted 
during the experiments, so the simulations will still reflect the actual experimental 
conditions. The only thinkable exception is on the sin^lification done to the element 
pattern by considering it uniform and this may be contested in practice. However, if  this 
detail is not considered at all, it is only when the analysis is made along the vertical axis 
that the results can be altered by the non uniformity of the vertical dipole pattern. 
Furthermore, this will only attenuate the magnitude of some reflections, but won't change 
their angle of arrival.

The initial variables to be used in simulations will be chosen to produce favourable 
conditions for an algorithm smooth performance. For carrying out the measurement 
routine, one needs basically to settle the wavelength, the inter element spacing and the 
total number of sangles (or the array length), as it has been explained in section 3.1.

To optimise the FFT it is likely that the number of elements is given a power of 2 value, 
rendering the fast radix-2  method to be used. Also, the inter element spacing is bounded to 
be shorter than the half wavelength, and the array length is limited by the probe positioner 
at about 0.35 metres, which altogether can outline a test simulation.

Hence, let's consider a planewave arriving at 0 degrees to the linear array formed by 64 
elements displaced from each other by ^ 6  and assume a frequency of lOGHz. Both 

algorithms have been run for this signal and array configurations and the results are 
presented in figure 3.4 (a) and (b).

When the planewave angle of arrival is gently offset from the array broadside the angular 
estimation responses become as it is displayed in the remaining plots of figure 3.4, where 
(c) and (d) resulted from a 1 degree offset and (e) and (Q emerged from a 2  degree 
displacement respectively.
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Figure 3.4 FFT and MUSIC planewave angular spectrum estimation comparison.

By observing this results, it is significant the revelation that the MUSIC algorithm 
maintains its sharp angular resolution independently of the angle of arrival changes while 
the FFT doesn't. The spectral impulse in the former algorithm will eventually reduce when 
the angle of arrival gets closer to the array fire end but this is caused by the array factor 
decay. The phenomenon seen in the FFT's plots in figure 3.4 is much stronger and relies on 
the intrinsic characteristics of a discrete transform. As mentioned in the preceding chapter,
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this aliasing is consequence of the real signal harmonics being suppressed and substituted 
by the FFT's own misplaced harmonics.

The logarithmic scales are multiplied by different constants because while the FFT is 
related to the signal level, the MUSIC estimator considers the covariance matrix, which 
stands for the power spectrum

Another fact to be aware of is that the graphics' independent variable is not the same for 
the two algorithms, as displayed in figure 3.4. To make it easier for conq)arison, equation 
(3.11) can be used to generate a FFT plot con^atible variable. Alternatively the FFT 
domain can be changed by

where X and D  are respectively the wavelength and the array length, and n is the index of 
the FFT's output term If  the number of elements is not large enough, the factor 
( # - l ) /  #  must be multiplied to the inverse sine argument.

To obtain a better view on the magnitude of their performance differences, in the 
succeeding paragraphs we will look at the resolution of these two algorithms, by 
simulating multiple planewaves, travelling in close bearings, and arriving at the same 64- 
element array.

We consider the situation of two planewaves with an angular displacement of 6  degrees 
arriving at this array. The angular spectrum is corcçuted by FFT and MUSIC with spatial 
smoothing and the results are shown in figure 3.5.

This time the independent variable of the FFT has been changed by using equation (3.12), 
conforming the two obtained graphics to a unique representation domain.

From figure 3.5 (a) it is observed that the FFT has again displaced the wavefi*ont location 
to one of its harmonics. The level of the peak to the background is about 10 dB below the 
level found for the worst case of a single planewave (remember that the worst case is 
when the signal spatial-spectrum is located in the middle of two consecutive harmonics). 
As expected, this is a result poorer than the one obtained for a single arriving planewave.
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Figure 3.5 Spatial-spectrum generated by a) FFT and b) MUSIC fo r  two interfering 
planewaves arriving at -3 and +3 degrees.

In a further analysis it can be seen that the behaviour of the FFT has an awkward pattern 
throughout the angular spectrum when the angle of arrival is varied along the semi-plane.

The MUSIC angular pattern in frame 3.5 (b) is showing an accurate angular positioning 
and a large peak size, whose value is almost the same even when compared to the one in 
figure 3.4, where only one signal is present.

If we let a couple of incoming planewaves travel in closer directions the two algorithms 
will end up failing to resolve them, but MUSIC does it starting from smaller angles.

In figure 3.6 a similar test for two wavefronts is shown, however this time the separation 
between sources is only 2 degrees.
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Figure 3.6 Spatial-spectrum generated by a) FFT and b) MUSIC for two interfering 
planewaves arriving at -1 and +1 degrees.

The reason the FFT fails to separate the two spatial frequencies can be explained 
algebraically by the following thinking. The angle corresponding to the first harmonic 
obtained from equation (3.12) is around 5.3 degrees. Therefore the FFT will project the 
signal, for instance arriving at 1 degree, to the term corresponding to zero degrees, to this 
first harmonic, and successively to the following harmonics. The largest amount though 
will be projected to the zero term, which is closer to the signal itself. The same reasoning 
applies to the planewave arriving at -1 degrees. The result from the superposition of the 
two waves looks similar to a single signal arriving at the mean direction (in this case zero 
degrees), which is closer to both signals than any other harmonic.

Observing the MUSIC result in graph 3.6 (b), which has been inserted just for comparison 
purpose, it turns out that the resolution is still unaffected.

So far in these comparisons between the spatial-spectrum estimation algorithms the 
analyses' objects have been the MUSIC power spectrum estimator and the signal 
spectrum represented by the FFT. However, from the theoretical description in chapter 2,
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it is known that the signal covariance matrix can be worked out Jfrom the estimator, so
one can think in obtain the signal spectrum from its covariance matrix.

In theory the covariance process is a non-revertible one for it destroys the phase 
information from the original signal. However, in this particular situation the process can 
become revertible after making some reasonable investigation on the signal covariance 
matrix to recover the lost signal phase from it. Let's look how this paradox can become 
feasible in some situations.

From MUSIC algorithm we get the auto covariance matrix P  of the signal vector F. To 
work out the signal vector we start by obtaining the magnitude of each cortç)onent of F. 
The covariance matrix is deftned by

7 : ' 7 ,7 *  7 7 '  ••• 7 / 7

p  = 7
[ / ;  7 ‘ -  /« ]=

7 7 *  7 7 '  • 7 / ;

7 d_ . 7 ,7 '  7 , 7 '  ••• f o f o .

(3.13)

where the signal vector is given as

F  =

7 ,
7

fn

(3.14)

and we assume the signal itself as its mean value. This is a vahd assumption here because 
m the measurement performance after the signal had been processed in the network 
analyser unit only one snap is recorded. Also, it should be noted that the cross products 
are non-zero because of the time correlation between signals.

In the basis of equation (3.13) we write

\f,[  =diag,{p). (3.15)
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where diag^{P) is the term of the vector formed by the elements of the P  matrix 
diagonal.

The individual phase of the /  elements is not obtainable yet. However the relative phase 
among the elements can be achieved by observing the P  matrix rows or columns 
configuration.

To initiate its investigation the instantaneous phase can be given an arbitrary value. Let's 
say (̂ 1 is an arbitrary value for the phase of , so we can write

(3-16)

Substituting equation (3.16) for all the elements in the first row of P  given in equation 
(3.13), we can express all the elements of the column vector F  in respect to <j)̂ by

Rewriting equation (3.17) for its complex argument we obtain the relative phase for all 
elements of the signal vector as

arg(/,)= i^ i-arg (pu). (3.18)

Similarly, substituting (3.16) for the first column of P  instead, one end up with the
expression

arg(/,) = arg(ft,) + (̂ i. (3.19)

From the above equations it is clear that by working out (j)̂  all the arguments and therefore 
the complex quantities representing F  become available.

We recall now the measurement signal equation, which in its vector form is given by 
equation (2.30) s l s  X  = AF +W, and take the term corresponding to its first element. This 
is given by

Xi — (3.20)
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Because ^  is a Toeplitz matrix, defined only by the array configuration and by the signals 
angles of arrival, we can sinq)lify, assuming that the first row is formed by equal real 
numbers. This can be done just by placing the coordinate system origin at the first element 
position and having a uniform array, which actually is our situation. So we can write

= ^ ( / i+ /2 + ’” + / d)''"^i» (3.21)

where A: is a real number.

The signal to noise ratio is expected to be high and the term can be removed firom 
equation (3.21) without any concern, specially because we are working out the signal 
phase only. Furthermore, all the phase displacements between elements are already known 
from the covariance matrix. Therefore the equation for the argument of can be written 
as

arg(x,) = a rg ( / ,+ / j+  - -(-/d) (3.22)

where each element in the right side can be represented in the polar form resulting

arg(xi) = arg(|/i|arg(/i) + |/j|arg (/j)+ ---+ |/o |arg(/o )). (3.23)

Substituting (3.18) for arg(/.) in equation (3.23) the arbitrary phase (f)̂  is given by

'I’l = a r g (x i)-a r g ( |/ , |+ |/j |a r g (p ij)+ ---+ |/j ,|a r g (p ,o ))  (3 .24)

and fi'om this value all the elements of the signal vector can be found.

The signal phase can also be worked out by using equation (3.19) instead of (3.18) giving 
the analogous formula

<j), = arg(xi)+arg(|/,| + | / 2 |arg(/7j,)+---+|/„|arg(;?j„)) (3.25)

which leads to the same result, as P  is a Hermitian matrix.

This method to estimate the signal vector has proved to be efficient in problems involving 
multiple planewaves arriving to a uniform array. Simulations with noiseless signals have
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been performed and the results have been obtained for a signal vector error parameter that 
has been defined as

errs= i=lI (3.25)

where f .  is the estimator for / .  and D  is the number of incoming signals.

Table 3.1 shows some figures obtained by simulating equally displaced planewaves with 
uniform amphtudes arriving at the linear array.

Table 3.1
Signal vector estimation error (errs).

Number
of

signals
Angular displacement between signals

2  degrees 3 degrees 5 degrees 10  degrees 15 degrees

2 5.0E-16 6.5 E-16 2.2 E-16 1.6 E-16 3.9 E-16
3 ? ? 2.0 E-16 1.8 E-16 1.3 E-16
4 ? ? ? 3.2 E-16 1.1 E-16
5 ? ? ? 3.6 E-16 4.3 E-16
6 ? ? ? 5.1 E-16 7.9 E-16
7 ? ? ? 4.9 E-16 ?
8 ? ? ? ? ?

Initially it can be noticed that reversing the signal covariance process works quite well in a 
noiseless environment. Some other conclusions can be drawn straightforward from these 
data regarding the MUSIC algorithm abihty in dealing with multiple path signal as in the 
ones synthesised and presented in this table.
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The signal vector error evaluation is not applicable in practical situations because it 
demands a priori knowledge of the signal vector itself which is quite paradoxical. Its only 
use has been in checking the accuracy of the proposed method.

The boxes filled with the question mark in table 3.1 have a special meaning underneath in 
the sense that they carry information about the capability of the algorithm to resolve the 
incoming signals for the specific array configuration. These question marks are signalling 
that the analysis ends up with a number of detected signals different from the number 
originally simulated.

A different error parameter can be defined on the basis of the array measurement vector X. 
This error has been defined for situations where the incoming signal is not previously 
known. Its evaluation is initiated by reading the measurement vector followed by running 
MUSIC algorithm to obtain the signal covariance matrix P. From this matrix the signal 
vector F  is obtained via the process already described and in the sequence an estimation 
for the measurement vector is acconq)lished by X  = A F . In conclusion the measurement 
vector error can be defined as

errm=

I  ̂ I

- (3.26)M
2

where M is the number of elements in the array.

Table 3.2 presents the results obtained by applying equation (3.26) to the same 64-element 
array used to generate table 3.1.

From table 3.2 figures it can be seen that the errm factor is consistent with the results 
obtained by using the signal vector error itself in the latter calculations. This is manifested 
by the step existing in the error fimction when the algorithm starts failing to achieve the 
planewave spectrum with the exact number of incoming signals.
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Table 3.2
Measurement vector estimation error (errm).

Number
of

signals
Angular displacement between signals

2 degrees 3 degrees 5 degrees 10 degrees 15 degrees

2 4.1 E-16 5.1 E-16 3.5 E-16 3.2 E-16 6.6 E-16

3 0.087702 0.102614 3.7 E-16 5.2 E-16 7.4 E-16

4 0.012984 0.113673 0.115180 7.0 E-16 1.0 E-15

5 0.015859 0.133763 0.129493 1.3E-15 1.2 E-15

6 0.020484 0.154837 0.133974 9.4 E-16 1.4 E-15

7 0.024785 0.148399 0.145766 1.1 E-15 0.017818

8 0.030484 0.146493 0.137755 0.079573 0.023898

Another feature observed from table 3.1 relies on this step motion induced by the angular 
displacement changing during the errm compilation. The step movement has been 
monitored and the resulting plot is shown in figure 3.7, where its position is associated to 
the maximum number of planewaves able to be unravelled by MUSIC with the existing 
array configuration. Actually it is the angular displacement that is shown as a fimction of 
the number of arriving signals.
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Figure 3.7 MUSIC resolution for a )J6 spaced 64-element array versus the number o f

incoming signals.
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This graphic resembles a linearly dependent behaviour for the maximum number of 
incoming signals allowed for a particular angular displacement, and it has been compiled 
by discrete 1-degree steps, which reinforces this presumable linearity.

Consequently, the rate AngDisp^/MaxNumSignal^^ can be approximated by a constant that 
is dependent on the array size in wavelengths, an expected result indeed.

It has been shown aheady that the FFT always does a spatial-spectrum estimation in which 
context the signal is always projected to spatial-spectrum lines defined by the window size 
of the sampling in wavelengths. On the other hand, MUSIC has revealed that it does the 
estimation of the angle of arrival correctly as long as the angular spectrum does not 
contain components close enough to elude the algorithm fi'om spotting two different 
harmonic phases, whose interference along the sampling window must taper it sufi&ciently 
not to be mislead by taking them for a single harmonic. If  a third interfering wave is 
inserted, the resulting field tapering becomes even more conq)lex and therefore the 
resolution will drop for increasing numbers of incoming signals.

Another point to be addressed about MUSIC algorithm is its response to interfering 
signals of different levels. This hasn't been treated in the several tests performed so far. To 
con^lement the view on the superresolution algorithm performance and so provide a 
reliable insight for interpreting results coming out fi'om its angular spectrum estimation, a 
set of tests containing signals with different angles of arrival and different levels will be 
considered next.

To sinq)lify the analysis only a pair of planewaves has been considered to arrive in the 
array. The two signals will be varied over a range of values to monitor any interference 
with their proper location in the spatial-spectrum

In this first example MUSIC has been run for two signals at fixed angular positions 
diplaced by 30 degrees and for relative levels changing between 1:10 and 1 :1 0 0 . Some 
results of the estimator appear in figure 3.7.

It can be observed firom these graphics that the angles of arrival haven't been modified 
by the change of amphtude ratio between the two planewaves. However, when this ratio 
exceeds a certain limit, not yet determined, the weaker signal is cut from the angular 
pectrum  and is hidden in the background, whose level is apparently raised according to 
the lost signal amphtude, as can be noticed in figure 3.7 (d).
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Figure 3.8 plots for incoming signals at 0 and 30 degrees, amplitude ratios o f a) 10,
b) 30, c) 50, and d) 100.
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To have a stronger position about this behaviour, let's look at a situation where the angle 
between the two signals has been reduced to 3 degrees, which is about twice the algorithm 
resolution angle for this particular array when equal amphtudes are considered.

These results are shown in figure 3.9 for signal amphtude ratios of 10 and 30. When these 
data are compared with the ones in figure 3.8 few conclusions can be drawn out.

Firstly the overall results are supporting an assumption of resolution dependence on the 
signal relative levels.

Secondly, the information of figure 3.9 (b) tells that the algorithm resolution is halved for 
signal level ratios as large as about 30 dB, which itself is a usefiil data to aid in the angular 
spectrum analysis.
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Figure 3.9 plots for incoming signals at 0 and 3 degrees, amplitude ratios o f a) 10
and b) 30.
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Moreover, it can be noticed that this dependency is not linear. Just to clarify about this 
behaviour we look at figure 3.10, where a shght increase of the angular displacement has 
been enough to uphold a five-fold raise of the signal ratio inside the resolving region.
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Figure 3.10 P^^plot o f  incoming signals at 0 and 5 degrees, signal level ratio o f 50.

To provide a widespread view about the angular resolution for two incoming planewaves 
as a function of their relative levels, the maximum signal ratio that can be handled by the 
algorithm to properly distinguish the referred signals has been traced along an interval 
from the closest possible displacement angle up to 90 degrees. The simulation results are 
presented in figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 Maximum admissible signal ratio versus angular displacement fo r  two 
planewaves arriving at a A/(5 spacing 64-element array.
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The weaker signal fades out when the analysis is done on signal ratios higher than the 
figures indicated in this graphic. At the same time, the stronger signal is also attenuated in 
reference to the growing background level resulted in the algorithm spectrum estimation. 
From figure 3.11 it can also be understood that there is a lower bound below which level 
the weaker signal won't be detected at any angular relative position. This is at -40 dB for 
this particular array configuration.

Another feature shown in this plotting curve is the approximate linearity presented in the 
sector for small angular displacements. This means that in a region near to the main beam 
the closer the weak signal is the harder will be to detect it.

When the FFT algorithm performance is examined for different incoming signal ratios, the 
results are similar to the ones obtained for MUSIC. The FFT algorithm has been run to 
work out the angular spatial-spectrum of two planewaves displaced fi'om 30 degrees 
arriving at the 64-element array. These results appear in the graphics of figure 3.12. These 
data can be compared to the ones in figure 3.7, serving therefore as a judgement parameter 
for the algorithm selection.

It should be beard in mind however that, when the FFT is concerned, the angular positions 
of the peaks are usually not the precise signal locations, as it has been discussed in the 
preceding sections about this process.
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Figure 3.12 FFT plots fo r  incoming signals at -15 and +15 degrees, amplitude ratios o f
a) 10, b) SO, and c) 100.

By comparing results of both algorithms it comes out that these obtained in figure 3.12 
look more difilised due to the FFT generated spectrum characteristics, but the maximum 
allowed ratio between signals is approximately the same as far as the resolution capacity is 
concerned, despite the different approach embodied by either algorithm.

So far, all the analysis has been done on the basis of noiseless signals. If noise is added to 
the system the resolution drops quite remarkably. This can be observed from figure 3.13 
where the is computed for two incoming signals of the same level and displaced from 5 
degrees.
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Figure 3.13 plots for two planewaves arriving from 0 and 5 degrees at a À/6 spaced
64-element array, SNR o f a) 100, b) 80, c) 30, and d) 20 dB.
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As can be observed from the sequence of plots, the peaks on the angular spectrum start 
getting progressively attenuated as long as noise is added to the signal.

Apart from this reduction on the signal peaks, the noise also induces some undulations 
over the obtained angular spectrum as can be seen in figure 3.13 (d). These undulations 
must be treated with care not to be confused with real signals. A reliable way to detect 
whether a peak is related to noise or to a weak real signal is by running the algorithm 
several times and then checking the crests angular positions. The ones associated with real 
signals must stay fixed in its angular position while the noise related pulses will show up at 
random locations.

From figure 3.13 it is also seen that this undulation leading to spurious pulses is just 
exhibited when the SNR drops to levels below 30 dB. It also shows some connection with 
the beam length used to smooth the covariance matrix for coherent signals in MUSIC 
performance.

Ultimately, the noise addition will lead to a situation where the two signals appear as a 
unique pulse around their median angular position. The minimum SNR to maintain both 
signals estimated pulses apart in the angular spatial-spectrum will be dependent of the 
angular separation between the two planewaves.

The progress of the resulting angular spectrum pattern when the planewaves angles of 
arrival displacement is changed and the SNR is maintained fixed can be observed in figure 
3.14 sequence.
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(c)

Figure 3.14 plots for two planewaves arriving from a) 0 and 4 degrees, b) 0 and 3 
degrees, and c) 0 and 2 degrees at a }J6 spaced 64-element array, SNR 20 dB.

The angular displacements have been given low figures, which means that a SNR of 20 dB 
is already sufficiently low to disturb the real signal spatial-spectrum configuration. For 
higher angular displacements, the analysis for lower signal to noise ratio occurrences will 
be allowed to.

From figure 3.14 (b) and (c) it can be observed that the noise manages to displace 
gradually the signal spots from the real position in the angular pattern. If the SNR is driven 
to lower figures, some extraneous pulses whose levels might eventually be higher than the 
real signal peaks can appear.

In this subsection some sets of data obtained by simulations with a linear 64-element array 
have been analysed and some outcomes of primary interest for the angular spectrum
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estimation algorithms understanding and for reference in the test results analysis have been 
derived.

Before going ahead and discuss the practical measurements in the next topic, let's 
summarise the main elucidation points brought about by these analyses.

a) The angular spectrum produced by MUSIC is sharper than the one produced 
by the FFT because in most situations the latter cannot generate precise 
patterns neither place the angular pulses in the exact position for its 
dependency on discrete fixed spatial-spectrum lines determined by the array 
length expressed in wavelengths.

b) To compare results of both algorithms it is necessary to check the uniformity 
of the independent variable and change it when required.

c) The resolution of MUSIC is higher than the resolution of the FFT, and the 
FFTs resolution is additionally deteriorated by the relative position of the 
incoming signal and its discretely placed spatial-spectrum lines.

d) The MUSIC algorithm output is the signal covariance matrix, which is a 
power estimator. However, when the array is composed of uniform and 
equally spaced elements, the signal vector itself can be recovered fi'om the 
signal covariance and the array manifold matrices.

e) The angular resolution of MUSIC is dependent of the number of incoming 
signals for a given array configuration. There is a linear proportion between 
the angular displacement of consecutive signals and the maximum number of 
incoming signals able to be resolved.

Q Both algorithms respond somewhat equally to the presence of weak signals
when they are located beside a stronger emission in the angular spectrum. 
The threshold level for their discrimination is around 40 dB below the 
predominant signal level.

g) If  noise is contaminating the signal, MUSIC spectrum estimation peaks are
reduced in level and when the SNR reaches values below 30 dB there is a 
gradual dissemination of spurious pulses along the angular spectrum at 
random locations. This situation can lead to the loss of a real signal direction.
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In the next subsections the data collected in the anechoic chamber will be conq)iled and 
analysed with the aid of these prominent considerations.

3.2.2 Experimental data analysis via FFT

The goal in this subsection is to derive a model to represent the wavefront inside the 
anechoic chamber. To achieve this aim the behaviour of the FFT has been previously 
studied in cormection with few expected models in subsection 3.2.1, and some basic 
theoretical background has been settled to support the analysis.

In that occasion the term uniform array has been en^loyed, which has exactly the same 
meaning here as a sequence of equally spaced readings of field phase and anq)Htude, 
obtained during the measurement procedure.

As explained before, these measurements have been carried out in the anechoic chamber of 
the Electrical and Electronic Department at UCL, and the test equipment setup, described 
in chapter 4, is assembled in such a way that the probe running sequence is done 
horizontally. Therefore those measurements collected in the horizontal direction are more 
rehable than those performed vertically, where the measuring procedure has been partly 
manually conducted.

In his section the one-dimensional processing is considered, and for the above reasons the 
analysis has been done preferably in the horizontal direction.

As viewed at the beginning of this chapter, the test parameters to be handled during the 
data collecting are mainly the frequency and the inter element spacing, but the latter should 
have no influence in the resulting angular spectrum for a properly selected range of values. 
Hence, the analysis will be dependent of the signal frequency, of the probe location and of 
the movement direction. The matter of polarisation will be sidestepped for the shortness of 
time. Eventually few comments can be made about it to serve as reference for friture 
research in the field.

The regular shape of a measured field, taken at a distance of 4 metres from the 
transmitting horn, is shown in figure 3.15. These measurements are relative to direct 
measurement of the field using a vertical monopole probe moving across the far field in the
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horizontal direction, and the phase and amplitude are relative to the transmitted signal, 
which make them time invariant at a specific position.

From figure 3.15 one can see the phase progress along the main beam cross section and 
that there is an undulation superimposed to the circular form of the main beam phase. This 
undulation can be seen also in the amplitude plot, where a coherent ripple frequency is 
added to the mean value of the field.
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Figure 3.15 a) Phase and b) amplitude measurements taken at X/6 horizontally spaced 
positions in the anechoic chamber far-field.
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An important observation here is that this undulation frequency has been detected in all the 
horizontal lines generated when a measuring area, whose extent is 315 by 315 millimetres 
across the main beam, has been sampled by sweeping the measuring probe. This uniform 
behaviour has been found in practically every datafile plotted for its amphtude or phase.

From the data shown above, one can notice that the period of the ripple is always about 
seven sampling intervals, which is a distance slight larger than the wavelength, and 
according to the theory a field variation like that is supposed to be associated to a 
propagating wave.

Figure 3.16 Approximate field distribution along a sector corresponding to the period o f 
the fundamental undulation frequency on the ÀJ6 spaced samples.

In figure 3.16 an approximate model where only the undulation of the field distribution is 
considered. It shows that the undulation presented may be caused by a planewave 
travelling in the direction d in respect to the array (or line of samples) broadside. The 
interval between measurements is one sixth of the wavelength, so the angle Q can be 
obtained from the geometry of figure 3.16 by
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0 = sin-‘ - \ r  (3.27)
N^- 

6

where N  is the number of equally spaced positions contained in one period of the field 
undulation presented in the measurements. If seven is substituted into equation (3.27) it 
leads to an angle of 59 degrees.

Furthermore, by observing figure 3.15 again, one can see that the undulation peaks 
occurring in 3.14 (a) stay always in phase with the amplitude peaks. This means that the 
undulation must be made up of two symmetrical angular fi^equencies as represented in 
figure 3.17, which shows the resulting field vector as the addition of a stationary vector 
standing for the average signal level and the two phasors modelling the ripple.

clockwise
undulation
phasor

>

counterclockwise
undutation
phasor

main
beam

^  resulting 
field 
phasor

Figure 3.17 Vector representation for the main signal and the ripple phasors.

In practice the arriving signals are not perfect planewaves and their angular spectrum 
exhibits a more complex form, but they can be quite well approximated by this model.

The relative phase and amphtude of these phasors can be worked out by the FFT, which 
amplitude result is given in figure 3.18 and that shows the two incoming signals at the 
angles of approximately ±59 degrees. These signals can be attributed to specular 
reflection angles from the lateral walls of the anechoic chamber.
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Figure 3.18 FFT o f data sampled at X/6 intervals versus angle o f arrival in degrees. 
Data corresponds to the sequence shown in figure 3.15.

On the left side, in the region within 30 and 40 degrees of the spatial-spectrum shown in 
figure 3.18, there are some other peaks about. These pulses can be either due to noise or 
to reflections, but those pulses that exist at about ±60 degrees are consistent with the field 
distribution undulation and are present in most the spectrum plots of other lines measured 
in the same circumstances. Hence they are probably real reflections of the chamber.

In figure 3.19, where the FFT of two sequences of probe measurements located elsewhere 
have been worked out, it can be observed that these pulses, discussed in the preceding 
paragraphs and referred to wall reflections, are still evident at the same previous places, 
while the other pulses, probably there due to noise, are moving around over the spectra.
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Figure 3.19 FFT o f data sampled at À/6 intervals in horizontal sequences corresponding 
to positions a) above and b) below that o f figure 3.15.

It has been found by the analysis of figures 3.17 and 3.18 that the levels of the referred 
undulation is about 36 and 33 dB below the main beam level for the for the left and right 
harmonics respectively. These values however are still not reflecting the absolute truth 
because the FFT spatial-spectrum lines are not positioned on the particular spots given by 
equation 3.27.
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Figure 3.20 FFT spatial-spectrum for a combination o f three spherical wavefronts with 
angles o f arrival -59, 0, and +59 degrees and respective relative levels -36, 0, and -33 

dB. Source range o f 4 metres and frequency 10 GHz.
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Nevertheless, it can be seen that this approximation is a reliable method by observing the 
result achieved by synthesising a model for these angular and amplitude figures.

In a close examination of figures 3.17, 3.18, and 3.19 it comes out that the noiseless model 
used in the latter graph is highly qualified to represent for the whole set of samples 
obtained from the dataset of measurement.

When the same examination is carried out for a sequence of samples obtained along the 
vertical direction, the results haven't been so clear. This is probably because the 
positioning equipment is not properly suited to perform the vertical movement.
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Figure 3.21 a) Phase arid b) amplitude measurements taken with )J6 spacing along a 
vertical line in the far-field. Data sequence have been extracted indirectly from the 

columns o f an array measured in the horizontal way for equally spaced lines.
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In figure 3.21 it can be observed a typical field sampling in the vertical sense. The 
undulation shown in the horizontal measurements is not exhibited along the vertical axis. 
Tliese results however must be studied with the foresight that the measuring procedure 
hasn't got the same precision as the straight method for horizontal analysis.

Besides the positioning difficulties, the amphtude measurements are distorted by the 
attenuation caused by taking the field measurement with the vertical polarisation only. The 
horizontal field component is significant in this situation as long as its ratio in reference to 
the vertical component varies with the elevation angle increase.

Therefore, an analysis observing only the phase progress and assuming the amphtude as a 
constant over the measured line has been performed, but it hasn't revealed any better result 
either.
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Figure 3.22 Spatial-spectrum estimate by FFT o f a) data from figure 3.21, and b) data 
obtained in direct measurement along a vertical line.
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An attempt to make measurements moving the positioner automatically in the vertical 
direction has been tried, and the FFT angular spectrum estimate of this test along with the 
estimate processed with figure's 3.20 data is presented in figure 3.22.

By looking at figure 3.22 there can be noticed few peaks around 30 and 40 degrees. There 
are none peaks in the left side of the spectrum and this can be attributed to the use of a 
monopole with the ground plane underneath.

These crests at 30 and 40 degrees are just about the same position in the two FFT 
graphics. The difference in shape between figures (a) and (b) is due to an offset angle 
existing in the latter measurement, which couldn't be removed because of positioning 
limitations. Further, recalling the FFT simulations of previous subsection one can think up 
that the spherical wavefront spectrum for a signal located between the spectral lines 
positions is spread as the distribution shown in figure 3.22 (b).
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Figure 3.23 Relative phase (degrees) and amplitude (normalised) o f the probe m'  ̂
measurement at X/6 spaced positions along a vertical line.
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This ofiFset angle is conJBrmed by examining the relative phase progression of the probe 
measurements in this particular datafile.

The phase gap of approximately 180 degrees between the first and last elements in figure 
3.23 tells that the line in consideration is not perfectly perpendicular to the main beam 
propagation direction, which deviates the fimdamental spatial-spectrum component to an 
ofiFset position and raises the background level in the resulting spectrum estimate.

In this subsection the one-dimensional FFT spatial-spectrum analysis of experimental data 
has been presented. The results have confirmed the appropriateness of the spherical model 
to the wavefi”ont and in addition have revealed the existence of small signal reflections 
coming firom the lateral walls of the chamber.

In the following list, there are summarized the relevant points about the topic.

a) The field measurements show a phase progression similar to the circular 
wavefi'ont model and on top of this shape an undulation is found.

b) This undulation has been associated to incoming reflections at approximate 
bearings of ±60 degrees in the horizontal plane, which has been confirmed by 
the FFT analysis of the field data.

c) The data analysis with the FFT have been checked for difiFerent sampling 
spacing, driving to reasonable uniform results.

d) Few runs with difiFerent wavelengths have been performed, and apparently the 
reflecting angles slight move their angular positions and relative levels. 
However, this is a difi&cult phenomenon to evaluate here because of the FFTs 
tendency to mask the real signal direction.

e) Few measurements in the vertical direction have been taken and they reveal the 
same circular approximated phase shape as the horizontal sets. The undulation 
however has got a difiFerent pattern, leading to spatial-spectrum conq>onents in 
positions closer to the main beam.

f) Because the difiBculty of performing measurements in the vertical axis, the 
results obtained fi'om data collected vertically are not so reliable as the ones 
processed in the horizontal plane.
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In the following paragraphs the one-dimensional analysis of the experimental datasets is 
carried on, this time invoking the superresolution technique.

3.2.3 Experimental data analysis via MUSIC

The assessment of the angular spectrum inside the anechoic chamber, which so far has 
been addressed through the use of tools derived from the FFT technique, will be here 
analysed by the means of MUSIC algorithm power. It has been found iu the previous part 
that some elements haven't been resolved to a convincing degree. This is now tençted to 
be achieved by MUSIC based analysis and the results are then examined. Some of these 
results have been conq)ared with those previously obtained in subsection 3.2.2 and this 
investigation will be discussed too.

Early, in the discussion of simulation results, MUSIC spatial-spectrum estimates have been 
worked out for multiple planewaves and this has proved to generate sharper definitions 
than the FFT estimates. In this experimental part, the signal under examination is basically 
a circular wavefront in a two-dimensional domain and its eventual multipaths, therefore 
the power spectrum speckles generated on the estimate are e)q)ected to be somehow 
smeared out in spectrum

To have a precise idea of this effective pattern let examine the angular spectrum created by 
running MUSIC with a data sequence that has been conq)iled in the anechoic chamber by 
choosing a wavelength of 30 millimetres (lOGHz) as input. The sanq)ling interval is 5 
millimetres, and the number of samples taken during the measuring procedure is 64, which 
makes the measuring window about 10  wavelengths long, as the figures already used in 
the FFT analyses. The beam smoothing factor has been initially set to half of the number of 
sanq)les to enable multiple coherent signals detection.

A typical dataset so generated is presented in figure 3.15 above. It has been reprocessed 
by MUSIC algorithm this turn and the estimate plot is displayed in figure 3.24.

Observing figure 3.24, it is noticed three other peaks rising in the angular spectrum beside 
the main beam These lateral speckles can be associated to wall reflections existing in the 
anechoic chamber.
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Figure 3.24 MUSIC P^^plot o f a 64-sample sequence taken at every À/6 interval along 
the horizontally median line in the anechoic chamber, frequency o f 10 GHz.

To confirm the appropriateness of this estimation, it has been compared to two other 
results obtained from adjacent lines measured at the same jfrequency and sampling spacing. 
These files are relative to field samples very close to the horizontal centre line of the 
chamber.

In figure 3.25 the two point-spread patterns that are located at -56 and +55 degrees 
respectively are coincident in respect to figure's 3.23 peaks. However, the third speckle 
located at -41 degrees is no longer present in figure 3.25 (a), which leads to a similarly 
confuse situation as has been found in the preceding subsection during the FFT analysis.

On the basis of the high precision demonstrated by MUSIC spatial-spectrum estimate in 
the former topics of this work, it is sensible now to give credit to this results. Further, they 
appear to be matching the FFT analysis.

Because of this sudden change in the analysis pattern, the algorithm has been run for all 
the lines measured horizontally over a square region in the chamber quiet zone. These 
results are compiled in appendix 3.1 and the main outcome fi'om their examination is that 
the clusters existing at the positions around -56 and +55 degrees, as pointed out before, 
are invariably exhibited in all the spatial-spectrum plots. The other speckles, turning up 
eventually in the analysis, are probably related to minor reflections coming out firom 
particular parts of the test assembly eventually imcovered by the probe changing height.
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Figure 3.25 MUSIC plots o f 64-sample long sequences taken at every À/6 interval 
along two other horizontal lines a) below and b) above the line shown in figure 3.24,

frequency o f 10 GHz.

The assumption of a noise related cause is tempted to be avoided again for the noticeable 
continuity shown by these locally emerging peaks while the probe height is swept across 
the measuring region.

This can be also attributed to the three-dimensional nature of the problem, which in such 
situations requires the full two-dimensional analysis of the electromagnetic field to 
properly place this reflections in the angular spectrum.

If the spatial smoothing parameter is changed the spectrum result is generally unaffected. 
This is reasonable as far as the number of peaks doesn't overcome the resulting subarray
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dimension. By observing the spectra produced while varying the beam length it is noticed 
that the number of crests tend to be the highest when the organised subarray is about half 
the number of probe measurements. When the smoothing parameter is either increased or 
decreased, the existing adjacent speckles tend to group in a mean position as can be seen 
in table 3.3. Figure 2.25 shows how the mechanism works for the beam length going from 
N/2 to N/4 for a typical dataset collected in the anechoic chamber. As it can be observed, 
the peak situated around -40 degrees is vanishing gradually. It is like a polynomial fimction 
whose degree is being reduced until it cannot solve for all peaks positions any longer.

However, when two neighbour peaks are reasonably far apart, the peaks produced in the 
angular spectrum estimate are larger for smaller beam lengths.
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Figure 3.26 MUSIC P^^plot for the same data shown in 3.22, with the beam length set to
a) B=N/2 and b) B=N/4.
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Table 3.3

Angular spectrum peaks positions (degrees) versus beam length. Data from typical 
horizontal 64-element file measured with san^ling distance )J6  at 10 GHz.

Beam
length

Peak 
position 1

Peak 
position 2

Peak 
position 3

Peak 
position 4

Peak 
position 5

Peak 
position 6

13 -53 -1 1 47
14 -53 -1 1 45
15 -52 -1 1 44
16 -53 -1 1 43
17 -54 -24 -1 33 52
18 -53 -2 0 -1 34 51
19 -53 -1 35 54
2 0 -53 -1 36 56
21 -53 -1 36 55
2 2 -53 -1 36 55
23 -53 -1 37 56
24 -53 -1 37 56
25 -53 -1 37 55
26 -59 -50 -13 -1 37 56
27 -59 -50 -13 -1 37 56
28 -58 -50 -13 -1 37 56
29 -58 -49 -13 -1 37 56
30 -58 -49 -13 -1 37 56
31 -59 -48 -13 -1 37 56
32 -61 -48 -13 0 38 55
33 -62 -49 -14 1 37 55
34 -61 -49 -14 1 37 55
35 -60 -50 -15 1 37 56
36 -60 -50 -15 0 37 56
37 -60 -50 -16 0 37 56
38 -60 -49 0 37 56
39 -60 -48 0 37 56
40 -53 -17 1 37 55
41 -53 -18 0 36 56
42 -53 0 37 57
43 -53 0 36 57
44 -53 0 36 58
45 -53 0 36 58
46 -52 -2 0 0 36 56
47 -49 -19 0 35 58
48 -51 -19 0 35 58
49 -52 -14 0 14 35 60
50 -51 -16 0 36 57
51 -49 -19 0 36 59
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Figure 3.26 is a prototype of the spatial-spectrum response for different smoothing 
parameters. Table 3.3 gives a more general idea of this phenomenon, where the detected 
angles of arrival in a particular sequence for different values of B  are shown.

It can be noticed in table 3.3, that the algorithm seems to behave more steadily in the 
region of values closer to N/2. It is also relevant that the datafile processed throughout this 
table presents several speckles in the angular spectrum, which is not the commonest 
response get in the anechoic chamber but has been particularly useful for this examination.

Wlien the field measurement is considered vertically the analysis experiences those 
difficulties referred to in the FFT evaluations. If one look at figure 3.27, the spatial- 
spectrum is plotted for probe measurements compiled indirectly from a square data array.

The field samples there have been collected in horizontally oriented rows for varying 
heights, and then associated in columns, which demands a large stabihty of the system to 
be reliable. The sample interval and the number of elements are the same quantities as 
those used in the horizontal analysis so far, that is, 5 millimetres and 64 elements 
respectively.
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Figure 3.27 MUSIC P^^plot o f a 64-sample sequence taken at every }J6 interval along 
the vertically median line in the anechoic chamber, frequency o f 10 GHz.

The data shown by figure 3.27 indicates that the spectrum is somewhat one-sided, which 
has to do with the utilisation of a monopole probe. This has been checked with the analysis
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of other columns, and the levels at the left hand side of the spectra, corresponding to 
negative angles of arrival, has always resulted weaker than the right hand side levels.

Despite the peaks in figure 3.27 are shght harder to identify than those found in horizontal 
analysis, it seems possible to classify few reflections at approximately -40, -22, 18, 28, and 
37 degrees. The levels of the crests produced for different processed datasets are differing 
from column to column and it is difficult to estabhsh one particular predominant reflection, 
but the return at 28 degrees often shows the highest level. Generically the angular 
spectrum appears narrower than for the horizontalwise results, showing no reflections 
above 50 degrees.

These results however, are not very reliable because of the awkward method used in 
collecting the data. An attempt to improve data reliabihty by rehearsing vertical runs with 
the positioning equipment has been done and the angular spectrum result is shown in 
figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.28 MUSIC spatial-spectrum estimate o f data obtained in direct measurement 
along a vertical line in the anechoic chamber.

From figure 3.28 one can reahse that the main beam is not centred in the spectrum. As 
commented before, this practice has no hardware support, which makes the referential 
positioning of the probe assembly very uncertain, causing the spectrum shift.

However, the spiky spectrum obtained in the previous estimations has been replaced for 
fewer crests located approximately at 20 and 35 degrees.
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Wlien the spacing of the samples is changed, the examination of the spatial-spectrum is 
expected to show the same shape, provided that Nyquist conditions are satisfied.

This has been confirmed by measuring the field with different spacing. The results for 
m u s ic 's estimate have presented an excellent correlation.

In figure 3.29 there are presented two angular spectrum estimates produced of repeated 
passes of the probe where the sampling interval has been changed from À/6 to >1/5, 
corresponding respectively to sequence lengths of 64 and 54 elements, both at the same 
frequency of 10 GHz. Only slight differences are found.
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Figure 3.29 MUSIC plots for data collected with a) A/5 and b) A/ 6  spacing, at
frequency o f JOG Hz.
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The anechoic chamber spatial-spectrum has also been investigated by running MUSIC for 
varying signal frequencies in a range from 8 to 12 GHz. Few results of this investigation 
are presented here. For operational reasons, these evaluations have been done for 
horizontally oriented datafiles only.

Graphics with angular spectrum estimations generated by the field raised in the chamber at 
frequencies of 8 and 12 GHz and respective sampling intervals of 22/75 and 2/5 are shown 

in figure 3.30. The intervals have been chosen to accommodate a convenient number of 
samples in the quiet zone and the spatial-smoothing has been applied with the mean value 
of half of the sample length.
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Figure 3.30 MUSIC P^^plots for data collected with a) 22/75 spacing at a frequency o f 
8 GHz, and b) 2/5 spacing at a frequency o f 72 GHz.
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From the results of figure 3.30 it can be seen that the shape of the spectrum has been 
basically maintained. The main reflections assumed for the walls at 10 GHz, at which 
frequency most measurements have been carried out, are about the same angles for the 
range of frequencies analysed.

With the results of the MUSIC analyses available, the current data can he conq>ared to 
some results formerly generated by the FFT, which has been performed for the same 
experimental data. The main outcomes are summarised in the following lines.

a) Similarly to the circumstances found in the simulations, MUSIC has shown a 
spectrum distribution sharper than the one presented by the FFT. However, the 
referred sharpness is sensibly reduced in the experimental data processing by 
the rounded shape of the wavefront, which can lead sometimes to questionable 
interpretation of the wave forms.

b) The basic reflection signals picked up by the FFT are in conformity with the 
ones got by MUSIC. However, in the former evaluation it has been difficult to 
work out their correct position, which has been done precisely by the 
superresolution method.

c) Throughout the analysis via FFT, several datasets measured horizontally at 
different heights have shown a shght variation in the spectrum shape, though it 
has not been possible to disclose the cause of this behaviour. During MUSIC 
evaluation these changes have been clearly associated to local peaks turning up 
in the angular spectra of few adjacent horizontal lines. Despite the hypothesis 
of noise generated speckles to explain this phenomenon being possible it has 
not been given much credit here for the non randomly behaviour of these local 
crests.

d) Finally, when vertically oriented data sequences have been considered, besides 
the results of both algorithms have suggested the existence of reflections at 
approximately the same directions, the FFT low resolution has been often 
preventing to work out the spectrum and appears that it has been much more 
affected by the poor quahty of the input data.
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At the beghming of this section some simulations of MUSIC and FFT algorithms to work 
out the angular spectrum distribution from particularly selected wavefronts has been 
carried out. From the simulation results it came out that the superresolution algorithm has 
been able to detect complex configuration of arriving signals more efficiently than the FFT

In a sequence, the anechoic chamber wavefront quahty has been examined in one
dimensional regard by the use of both algorithms too.

From this one-dimensional analysis, mainly carried out in the horizontal direction, there 
has been found some spectrum speckles located at few particular angular positions in the 
chamber response. These speckles have been roughly located at the same positions when 
worked out either by MUSIC or by the FFT.

Furthermore, this stationary behaviour has been shown by the spectral crests throughout 
the analysis even when some parameter variations have been inq)osed to the algorithms 
and to the measurement sequence. This encourage one to suggest that the side lobes found 
in the spatial-spectrum are genuine reflections from the anechoic chamber walls.

Next section the analysis of the field distribution will be acconq)Hshed in two-dimensional 
range and the results can probably support the positions embraced so far.

3.3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

In this section the same spectrum analysis algorithms used for one-dimensional 
examinations will be used to explore the anechoic chamber two-dimensional (2-D) angular 
spectrum characteristics.

Before introducing the analysis results obtained by two-dimensional processing a brief 
presentation of MUSIC algorithm adaptations to work in this domain will be addressed. It 
is assumed that the two dimensional FFT (2D-FFT) is familiar to the reader as it is widely 
discussed in the hterature and hrqplemented in many conq>uter software packages. In this 
work it is only the application of the 2D-FFT as angular spectrum estimator that is 
focused.

As it has been done in the former section, some simulated situations will be presented as a 
term of conq)arison for the real data processing too.
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3.3.1 MUSIC algorithm adaptations

In chapter 2, MUSIC algorithm has been described for one-dimensional angular spectrum 
processmg. The algorithm, however, can be used in most of its original form for 2-D 
processing, provided that few alterations are implemented due to the new geometrical 
definition of their elements. These transformations will be addressed here, since 2D- 
MUSIC is a fiindamental tool in the next steps of the analysis.

The examination will be directed to the uniform planar array. Throughout the literature, 
the geometry of this problem has been mostly defined by placing the elements of the array 
in a plane of zero elevation angle, so that the arriving signal elevation is given by its 
propagation direction angular displacement in reference to the array normal direction, as 
shown in figure 3.31.

• kth Source

X

N

Figure 3.31 The (MxN) two-dimensional uniform planar array.

As the interest here is the angular spectrum variation over two perpendicular planes, both 
containing the main direction of propagation and being themselves normal to the plane of 
the array elements, the coordinates system shown in figure 3.31 have to be modified to 
support this configuration. Ultimately, the effective polar coordinates to be adopted in the 
2-D spectral evaluation process are as shown in figure 3.32.
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z

Figure 3.32 Anechoic chamber modified coordinates for 2D-MUSIC computations. The 
z-axis is the main beam propagation direction.

The differences in the 2-D process begin with the spatial smoothing of the covariance 
matrix and culminate with the searching of the angles of arrival (AOA) in two coordinates. 
In the linear array it has been defined a covariance matrix produced for the measurement 
vector, which then was just a sequential order of element responses. Now the 
measurements will be arranged again in a column vector to start with.

Let the input of the mn^  ̂ element of the array of figure 3.32, be made up of K  arriving 
signals, and so described by

*=1
(3.28)

where.
= sin cos#* 

. V* = sin #*
(3.29)
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and are the inter element spacings in the x and 3; directions of the array, AJt) is the 
planewave conq>lex representation at the origin of the coordinates system and is the 
noise component at the mn^ element.

Considering all the elements identical, the first row input vector of size N  x  1 can be 
written, removing the temporal dependency, as

(3.30)
*=1

where stands for the phase vector of the source at the row and is given by

exp j ^ { m d ^ u ^  +rf,v,)

exp

exp j^ [ m d ^ u ^ + N d ^ v ^

(3.31)

Now extending to the whole rectangular array, the input signal can be defined as a M Nxl 
vector given by

(3.32)
*=1

where W  is the array noise vector and Sy. is the phase vector of the k^ source defined by

=Ki>42>---.'SL] ■ (3.33)

The vector X  can now be processed, as it has been done for one-dimensional processmg, 
to generate its covariance matrix, fi-om which eigenstructure the signal subspace comes 
out.
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To reconstruct the signal subspace, the approach of spatial-smoothing must be used again. 
If the M xN  rectangular aiTay shown in figure 3.32 is grouped in four (M -l)x{N-l) 
subarrays, it results in the simple example shown in figure 3.33.

 ̂ I L' _ I
i . 1  :
'  I  '

M

N

Figure 3.33 Spatial-smoothing 2-D subarray grouping scheme.

Generally, letting /=1,...,/-1 and be the input vector of the {M-I)x{N-J)
subarray which consists of the elements starting at the row and column of the array, 

can be written as

J) (3.34)
*=i

where

(3.35)

is the phase vector of the source at the (1,1)^  ̂subarray and is the noiseUj)

By applying equation (3.33), we can write as

(3.36)

where s,^ is the (N-J)x 1 vector which contains the first (N-J) entries of s ^  as given by 

equation 3.31.
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The covariance matrix of the (ÿ)th subarray can be expressed as

&=1 *=1
+ 0^7 (3.37)

where the star means the conçlex conjugate, and ( f  is the noise power.

It can be shown that the signal subspaces of these 7?̂ '̂  matrices are different and therefore 
the smoothed matrix R ,  which is confuted from the average of all has a signal 

subspace equal to the one spanned by the set Hence, the noise subspace of R  is

orthogonal to the various .

Now the MUSIC algorithm as described in chapter 2 can be used to perform the spectrum 
estimation. A 2-D MUSIC estimator in formed as

where contains the noise eigenvectors of R  and S(0,(j)) is the search vector.

The same considerations raised for the one-dimensional case, now apply here. In general, 
the M x N  array can be grouped into subarrays of size ( M -  P  + 1) x  (N  -  P  + 1), and 

spatial smoothing can be performed to reconstruct the signal subspace of K  coherent 
signals for K<  P^. This method will be used in the proceeding sections to analyse the 
anechoic chamber response via the data taken by measuring its field distribution.

Since the two-dimensional analysis will also be acconq)lished via the 2D-FFT, its dual 
transform pair is given in equations (3.39) and (3.40).

Ni - l  N2-I

X{k„k,)=yYx(n,,n,)e^^' ’Z   ̂ ^  (3 39)
«1 =0 «2 =0
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3.3.2 Simulation results

In this topic the 2D-FFT and 2D-MUSIC algorithms will be rehearsed for different inputs 
generated by the simulation of wavefront sets arriving at a planar array.

The simulations here presented haven't got the same extent as those performed for one
dimensional spectral analysis. This is because when linear array analysis has been 
accomplished, the simulations have also been designed to serve as tools to evaluate the 
two algorithms here involved on estimating the angular spectrum. Therefore a large 
number of situations has been provided for examination.

Here, simulations are exclusively recalled to analyse few arriving signal configurations, so 
that the global features of both algorithms can be observed. These trial runs have also been 
found usefiil to corroborate these techniques for the coming use in experimental data 2-D 
spectrum analysis.

In figure 3.34 the angular spectrum resulted by applying the 2D-FFT over a superposition 
of incoming planewaves separated by 10 degrees in azimuth is presented.

3584.1

-32

F F T
31 31

Figure 3.34 Two-dimensional FFT angular spectrum ofplanewaves arriving from

directions ( 0V / ,  0° ûtz) , ( 0° ̂ /, 10° az), and( OV/, 20° az).
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A 64 by 64 rectangular array with À/6 inter-element spacing in both axes has been 
simulated, matching those respective parameters practised m experimental tests. Tlie signal 
frequency of 10 GHz has also been selected in this common sense.

As it can be noticed, for angular displacements of about 10 degrees, the 2D-FFT is as 
good as the FFT for linear spectrum analysis. There is a gain improvement factor due to 
the two-dimensional integration of the signal when it undergoes the 2D-FFT. However, it 
has been noticed no improvement in the algorithm angular resolution due to this gain 
enhancement. This comes from comparisons with the one-dimensional FFT results.

This behaviour has been noticed by the surveillance of the angular spectrum response 
created by a set of planewaves while varying the simulated AOA displacement and 
retaining the other variables constant.

An example where the referred displacement has been reduced and the array input then 
applied to the 2D-FFT can be observed in frgure 3.35. There the maximum level of the 
lobes is larger than the peaks obtained in figure 3.34, however the capacity of resolving 
the three arriving signals has been lost.
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Figure 3.35 Two-dimetisional FFT angular spectrum ofplanewaves arriving from

directions (0°el,0°az),(o°el,4°az),and(o°el,8°az) .
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When the 2D-MUSIC algorithm is considered the situation looks clearer, as it has been 
during the linear analysis too. Results in two-dimensional simulations have been 
confirming that the superior resolution of MUSIC is also able to produce more reliable 
spectrum estimates for the planar array. Let's view the results derived by 2D-MUSIC when 
applying the same inputs just described for the 2D-FFT.

The smoothing factor has been chosen in a value to allow a reasonable running time for 
the algorithm. It is noticeable that the choice of this parameter does not affect seriously the 
result when it is kept a good margin inside the limits stipulated by the algorithm for the 
resulting subarray size and for the number of subarrays so generated. Nevertheless, this 
particular pomt has been checked only for the one-dimensional algorithm, while the 
consequences have been extended to the two-dimensional sphere without further 
investigation.

The graphics in figure 3.36 and 3.36 correspond to the 2D-MUSIC angular spectrum 
estimate version of the signals analysed and reported in figures 3.33 and 3.34 respectively.
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Figure 3.36 Two-dimensional MUSIC angular spectrum estimate plot for signals

arriving at (o° el, 0° az), (0° el, 10° az),and(0° el, 20° az) .
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Figure 3.37 Two-dimensional MUSIC angular spectrum estimate plot for signals 

arriving at (o“ el, 0° az),{0° el, 4° az),and(o°el,8° az).

As one can see, the shaipness of the spikes at the signal locations is as evident as it has 
been for one-dimensional processing, suggesting that MUSIC can be conveniently used for 
determining the 2-D angular spectrum as it was expected.

Comparatively to the FFT, there has been achieved almost the same relative performances 
as for the linear case evaluation, therefore it has been found inconsequential repeat the 
whole comparative analysis.

Summarising, it has been detected from the 2-D simulations that results achieved in the 
previous section for the one-dimensional angular spectrum processing are still effective 
when it comes to the planar array analysis. It is also vahd to point out that MUSIC 
performs advantageously in respect to the FFT in both domains and that the combination 
of lines and columns in the two-dimensional array does the same job as the linear analysis 
along an equivalent sequence of data does.

These conclusions are mostly based on the fact that both algorithms have shown similar 
performances in versions of 1-D and 2-D spatial-spectrum processing. However, it should 
be noticed that the linear case has been extensively tested while the 2-D has not.
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3.3.3 Experimental results via 2D-FFT and 2D MUSIC

In subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 the planewave angular spectrum of the field distribution 
existing in the anechoic chamber has been estimated via FFT and MUSIC spectrum 
estimates of data collected by probing the field horizontally and vertically along 
perpendicular lines to the direction of propagation. Here, a rectangular array formed by 
samples taken over a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation will be 
considered. The measurement procedure consists of readings taken at discrete stops while 
horizontally scanning the probe, and then repeating them for equally spaced heights.

The analyses to be presented in this part are performed with the 2D-FFT and 2D-MUS1C 
algorithms as described in the preceding sections. As mentioned in the introductory part of 
this chapter, the analysis in two-dimensional sphere has been more compact in respect to 
the variety of investigations than it has been for the one-dimensional case. This is so 
mainly due to limitation of time in preparing all the measurements, and because there is a 
reasonable agreement between the outcomes from the 1-D analysis and the ones to be 
presented here.

The equipment set used to perform these measurements is described in chapter 4. The 
anechoic chamber has been illuminated by a 10 GHz signal coming from a horn antenna 
with beamwidth of approximately 2 0  degrees at this range of frequency.

The inter element spacing has been chosen to be 5 millimetres to allow 64 sanq)les in each 
row and a total number of 64 rows. This value satisfies Nyquist's criteria with a good 
margin for the sanq)ling rate, supphes a good number of sangles to fiilfil both algorithms 
requirements, and also provides a reasonable processing ^eed.

The typical field measurement array obtained by this arrangement is shown in figure 3.38. 
There it can be seen the expected curvature in the phase front and the relatively fiat 
distribution of the field anq)htude over the referred plane.

The vertical and horizontal axes represented in figure 3.38 correspond to the picture 
shown in figure 3.32, and the total measured region is 315 millimetres long in both 
directions.
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Figure 3.38 a)Phase, and b) amplitude plots o f the field measured in the anechoic 
chamber. Frequency is 10 GHz, inter element spacing is X/6, and total number o f samples

is 64 X  64 .

Unbalances can be observed in the phase progression along the vertical axis. This is caused 
by error in the positioning of the probe supporting frame, which may have been shghtly 
tilted in reference to the propagation direction.
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If the frame is positioned exactly normal to the main beam, the maximum phase variation 
will be twice as much as its maximum variation along one particular row or column of the 
array, which corresponds to approximately 90 degrees in symmetrical circumstances.

The angular spectrum of this dataset has been worked out by the 2D-FFT and is presented 
in figure 3.39. The referred phase asymmetry may have lead to some fringes along the two 
axes in the angular spectrum appearing as can be noticed in the plot. A similar 
phenomenon has been formerly studied in this work as being generated when the angles of 
arrival are not corresponding exactly to one of the FFT terms spatial harmonics for a given 
array.

3412.189

-32 0.004

31

TwoDimFFT lin
31

Figure 3.39 2D-FFT obtainedfrom data collected in the anechoic chamber, and cire 
integer spatial-frequency domain variables associated with azimuth and elevation angles.

For the planar array, these harmonics in the angular spectrum can be worked out in a 
similar way as for the one-dimensional circumstances. By referring to the coordinate 
system specified in figure 3.32 the 2D-FFT variables are associated with the AO As by

, D ( # - l )  . ^ ^k, = ------------sm(^cos9,
' A #

(3.41)
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and (3.42)

where D, N, and A are respectively the array length in the correspondent axis, the number 

of elements either in the row or in the column, and the signal wavelength.

The phenomenon of wrinkle generation already described can be clearly visualised when 
examining the FFT spectrum estimation of another anay of measurements, where the 
signal phase has been carefully controlled during data collecting.

3966.508
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Figure 3.40 2D-FFT angular spectrum estimation o f data measured in the anechoic 
chamber with careful control on the phase variation during the readings.

A slight increase in the main lobe size followed by sensible reduction of the fringes is with 
no doubt suggesting that these fringes appeared in the first experiment spectrum 
evaluation because of a misalignment in the probe positioner.

On the second experiment there are some small peaks that are probably due to wall 
reflection. They didn't show up in the former graphic probably masked by the fringes.
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When the 2D-MUSIC algorithm is applied to the angular spectrum estimation the results 
obtained for the same data already analysed via FFT are presented in the figure below.
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Figure 3.41 2D-MUSIC spatial-spectrum estimation o f data measured in the anechoic 
chamber, a) Before, and b) after implementing frame alignment and phase drift 

supervision and correction in the measurement procedure.
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When no rigorous phase control is carried out, it is noticed that no reflections have been 
registered along the vertical axis. However, when the phase is carefiilly monitored 
reflections along both axes have been perfectly picked up. One aspect to be mentioned is 
the consistency of the results obtained via two-dimensional analysis and those results 
obtained when linear processing of either rows or columns are performed. This has been 
noticed by the examination of the results obtained in subsection 3.2.3, which can be 
compared with the contours of the surface 3.40 (b), respectively shown in figure 3.42.
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Figure 3.42 a)Horizontally, and b) vertically oriented spatial-spectrum profiles resulted 
from 2D-MUSIC spatial-spectrum analysis o f data measured in the anechoic chamber.
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As it has been worked out for one-dimensional analysis, there are reflections at positions 
about -60 and +60 degrees on the horizontal plane, and about -40 and +40 degrees on the 
vertical plane. The difference in level of the opposite vertical side lobes may be explained 
because the use of a monopole probe with the ground plane underneath. Nevertheless, the 
vertical plane analysis deserves a further investigation, which will be achieved only by 
improving the available positioning system

The spatial smoothing parameter here enq)loyed has been dimensioned by a test and trial 
procedure that indicated superior performance for a 8 x8 element subarray size. The 
algorithm has been tested for smaller subarrays and then has often lead to a spiky spatial- 
spectrum estimation spectrum, confusing the task of finding the real signals. For larger 
structures, besides being too slow, the algorithm has acted as a low pass filter, producing 
an excessively broad main beam and filtering out all the other existing spikes. Furthermore, 
it has been found useftd to decimate the array by taking every other row and every other 
element in a row.

Summarising, the two-dimensional spectrum analyses via 2D-FFT and 2D-MUSIC have 
shown basically the same results presented by their counterparts in section 3.2. The 2D- 
FFT has shown wrinkles along the vertical and horizontal axes when the main beam is not 
directed perpendicularly to the plane formed by the array elements. When this is corrected 
and the phase properly monitored during the measuring section, the resulting angular 
spectrum becomes a sharp pulse due to the main beam, and the side lobes that are quite 
hard to recognise. The spectrum analysis via 2D-MUSIC has revealed these side lobes and 
they are in agreement with the positions worked out in one-dimensional processing. The 
outcomes for the horizontal plane are more rehable for operational limits existing in the 
positioning of the probe in the vertical axis.

In this chapter, and analysed the wavefi^ont angular spectrum in the anechoic chamber has 
been discussed. To achieve this goal, simulations have been run and they have been 
discussed too. The algorithms supporting this analysis were handled in single and two- 
dimensional versions. The results obtained in the experimental tests and in the simulations 
will be conopiled in chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4 

TEST EQUffMENT AND SOFTWARE DESCRffTIONS

4.1. TEST EQUIPMENT SETUP

For its practical nature, this research has been somewhat demanding on preparing tools 
and performing experiments. The anechoic chamber in the Department of Electronic and 
Electrical Engineering has been of convenient use for the experimental tests 
accompHshment and will be here briefly discussed.

In this chapter we will overview this installation and in addition discuss some operational 
features of the utihsed system setup. The referred setup configuration has been required to 
measure the electric field over the chamber's quiet zone. The samples should be taken at 
equally spaced positions in a linear movement traverse to the direction of propagation.

Although some details of this facihty could have been discussed before, when demanded 
by the circumstance, the conq)ilation here presented will provide the necessary view into 
the equipment arrangement and will be usefid in the next section where few of its 
operational aspects are considered.

4.1.1. Hardware

The hardware description refers to details of the test equ^ment considered relevant to 
understand the anechoic chamber operation as used in the experimental tests.

The measuring system setup block diagram is shown in figure 4.1. The integral modules 
and the respective equipment implementation are listed below for reference:

1. Signal generator HP Synthesized CW Generator;

2. Network analyser comprising three units,
HP 8410A Network Analyser
HP 8411A Harmonic Frequency Converter
HP 8743 Reflection-Transmission Test Unit:
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3. Positioner controller

4. Probe positioner 
below);

5. Disk unit

6 . A/D converter

7. HP 85

8 . Microwave amplifier

Part of the White box (as briefly described below); 

Stepping motor driven platform (as described

HP Mass Storage Unit;

Part of the White Box (as briefly described below); 

HP 85B Computer; and 

HP Microwave Amphfler.

positioner ^

microwave
amplifier

splitter

signal 
generator U other 

ripherals
network
analyser

positioner
controller

AID 
converter

GRIB bus

Figure 4.1 Anechoic chamber system setup block diagram.

The equipment setup provides transmission measurements in phase and amphtude for 
signals in a range of frequencies up to 12.4 GHz. The network analyser allows amplitude 
ratios over a dynamic range of 60 dB and phase angles from 0 to 360 degrees to be 
measured.

Some of the setup equipments are IEEE 488 bus (GPIB) compatible and can be controlled 
by the HP-85 computer. The computer runs HP-BASIC, its ROM resident system
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software. This permits a semi-automatic operation of the whole setup when running a 
BASIC routine specifically written for measuring the field's amplitude and phase.

Most of the system items are HP standard equipments whose details are not in the scope 
of this description. Besides, their specifications are available fi*omthe manuals.

The positioner controller and the A/D converter, which digitises the phase and anq>htude 
DC outputs fi'om the network analyser, are combined in a common interface unit 
denominated "white box". This unit includes a firont panel firom which the probe positioner 
can be controlled too.

The positioner consists of a metaUic frame with a carriage able to move in two axes. In 
one of the axes the carriage is driven by a stepping motor while in the other it is held by 
mobile mechanical stops. This allows a precise positioning in the horizontal axis while 
makes the manoeuvre difficult and inaccurate in the vertical direction. The power of the 
stepping motor does not allow it to drive the carriage upwards so it cannot be used for 
vertical movements.

The white box is linked to the positioner via its own bus, where step pulses and sense of 
move signals are transferred to the stepping motor and the positioner sensors information 
is returned.

With the white box as an interface, it is possible for the conçuter to operate the positioner 
sending commands through the GPIB. These commands include moving, stopping, 
resetting and sense of direction orders. The travelling length for the move command has to 
be set in the positioner controller fi-ont panel.

The A/D converter shares the same GPIB address with the controller and is responsible for 
latching the digitised information either fi'om the phase or fi*om the anq)litude channel of 
the network analyser. The routing of the desired channel to the A/D converter unit can 
also be controlled via GPIB commands. The digitised readout is refi*eshed every 400 
milhseconds and this time should be observed when reading both phase and arqphtude. 
The conq)uter should provide by software that the measurement is vahdated only after the 
probe comes to rest.

The signal generator can also be controlled via GPIB which allows remotely select the 
fi*equency and level of the transmitting signal. The microwave anq)lifier is used to 
conq)ensate for losses in the route of the coaxial cable linking the generator to the feeder.
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The feeder used in this application is a 20 dB standard gain pyramidal horn in the range of 
8 to 12.5 GHz, and the probe selected is a quarter-wavelength monopole for its matching 
characteristics to the coaxial line and for its omnidirectional radiation characteristic.

Finally, the information collected during the measurement procedure can be stored in 
magnetic medium using the disk driver unit which is also connected via the GPIB.

4.1.2 Software

A BASIC program to perform the multiple tasks of controlling the setup operation, 
reading the field measurements in phase and amphtude and storing the results in the disk 
unit has been written for the HP-85 system. The source files are hsted in the appendix 7.2 
and a brief description will be given in this subsection.

The program starts by an user interactive subroutine where the parameters for the test 
equipments settings should be entered. The required parameters are frequency, interval 
between consecutive sançles, position of the first sartçle, and position of the last sample. 
In a sequence it performs the setup of the instruments and starts a sequence comprising 
one row of measurements according to the selected parameters. Finally it stores the phase 
and amphtude readings in a datafile. The sequence is presented in figure 4.2.

The running time for a sequence of 64 sanq)le positions taken along a horizontal line is 
approximately 6  minutes for a sampling interval of 5 millimetres. One of the reasons that 
slows down the algorithm is the time required by the probe to settle down in each rest 
position.

It has been stressed in the former subsection that the panel meter requires 400 milhseconds 
to update the reading. If one wants to obtain at least two sequential readings to vahdate 
the measurement, at least one interval of 400 milhseconds is consumed. The algorithm has 
been designed for three consecutive coincidences which doubles this waiting time.

In practice it turns out that a shghtly larger time interval to perform the first of the three 
measurements is advantageous in the sense that it avoids measurement sequence 
repetitions motivated by disperse consecutive readouts.
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begin

measurement 
parameters , 

input /

comments 
and filename 

input /

yes

no

end

^  another ^  
measurement?

amplitude and phase 
measurement 
performance

data
storage

equipment
settings

performance

Figure 4,2 Block diagram o f BASIC routine developed to perform field measurements in
the anechoic chamber.
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The procedure provides also default parameter selections for the case of repetitive 
parameter choices and displays the current situation of the procedure on the conq)uter 
screen.

Apart from the main routine, procedures to display measurement files and to compute the 
FFT of stored datafiles are also available in the HP-85. They have been usefid during the 
software development phase, however to perform the data analysis in later stages the way 
out was to transfer it to other machine.

4.1.3 System limitations

During the evolution of the test experiments, several difficulties have been encountered. 
Quite a few of them have been solved, however the particular restriction of precisely 
moving the carriage m a second axis for carrying out two-dimensional measurements 
would have involved costly solutions and have been dropped.

The first major restriction of the installation to be faced was the non conçatibility of the 
data fbrmattmg on the HP- 8 5 system with any other platform available for the data 
processing. There was no option to transfer the datafiles to a more powerfid system and be 
processed there. The density in the magnetic medium was also inconq)atible with all other 
systems.

To get through this situation, the datafiles collected in the measuring tests have been 
transferred in ASCII code to another machine via the GPIB interface. To perform this 
transference protocols for the two machines had been required and software to carry out 
this transference have been generated for both machines. These protocols were written in 
BASIC for the HP-85 and in Lab View for the Machintosh. In the final form, both 
protocols are not very long, however their generation demanded to study some aspects of 
Lab View which required some extra time.

Another restriction in the installation is that the phase measurement is not stable during a 
long lasting test. The phase drift occurring due to tençerature variations is normally inside 
acceptable limits for short duration events, as the performance of a single line of 
measurements. However, as the time required to sanq)le the whole plane conq)rised in the 
quiet zone is much longer, it no longer allows the phase variations to be kept inside the
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acceptable limits. The phase monitoring and correction is therefore necessary while 
performing long duration measurement events.

The third and major restriction to be pointed out is that the positioner is not a proper tool 
for the performance of measurements in two-dimensional layout. The positioner is 
accurate in its linear motor driven horizontal move, however the positioning in the vertical 
axis is a difficult and inaccurate task. This restriction interacts directly with the phase 
controlhng activity mentioned in the previous paragraph as far as it delays the measuring 
process. The measurements have been performed in an interactive process of manual 
positioning and phase monitoring and the results shown in section 3.3 must be carehdly 
interpreted for this system restriction.

4.2 OPERATIONAL ASPECTS

To con^letely specify the elements involved in the experimental setup, some possible 
configurations have been examined. To choose the combination that better acconq)hshes 
the desired task of the wavefront evaluation some operational aspects have been 
considered and will be presented in this section.

4.2.1 Probe

The term probe apphes to an antenna designed to measure the field at a point in space. The 
problem of local field measurement is a difficult issue in that the introduction of the probe 
itself disturbs the original field distribution. This disturbance is inevitably and necessary 
since the measurement signal results from it. It is essential however that this effect remains 
very localized and that the presence of the probe does not modify the current distribution 
on the transmitting antenna.

This requires the probe to be as small as possible. In this case we are interested in 
measuring the electric field, which can be done using dipoles. The dipole presents a 
voltage in its terminals proportional to the average electric field parallel to it. In addition 
the dipole radiation diagram is uniform along the horizontal plane. These two factors make 
it extremely attractive to the apphcation on measurements along the horizontal axis. When 
the length of the dipole is taken at half-wavelength its impedance becomes reasonably 
matched with the one of coaxial cable characteristic impedance. To match even better with 
the 50f2-cable inçedance, a A/4 monopole assembled on a grounded plate will be used
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instead. This antenna provides a good impedance matching, allows a better fitting to the 
coaxial line and is less perturbed by the setup structure movement since it is half covered 
by the proximity of the a ground plane.

The addition of this ground plane to the moving body in the measuring region is a minor 
consequence since it is small conq>ared to the moving parts of the frame. Therefore, the 
monopole has been chosen as the probe in the anechoic chamber measurements.

4.2.2 Phase control

One of the problems mentioned as a system limitation is the phase drift occurrence when 
running long duration events. This variation is mainly caused by temperature changes in 
the anechoic chamber room since the dilatation of the rigid coaxial cable routing the signal 
from the signal generator to the horn antenna and back from the probe to the network 
analyser is far longer than the path of the reference signal cable. This difference traduces to 
phase variations noticed to be uncontrollable when the room temperature starts oscillatmg 
or drifting.

To overcome this difficulty it has been considered to equalise the lengths of the two 
referred paths, which has proved to be practically unrealisable since the reference signal is 
attenuated more than the level required to trigger the network analyser automatic tuning, 
therefore not allowing long cables in its path. The other option has been to restrict the 
measurement performances to the particular occasions when the temperature is stable. 
This has not been found difficult to achieve when the cooling system is operating normally.

During the measurement of large arrays, even in stable temperature conditions the phase 
progress must be tracked along the whole procedure. This can be implemented by using a 
second probe at a fixed position inside the chamber, or by usmg the moving probe 
eventually calling at a fixed reference position. The first method looks more convenient in 
that it does not require exhaustive manual movements with the probe.

However, because the probe must be positioned manually in the vertical axis anyway, it 
turns out that the repetitive procedure of conveying it to a strategically determined 
reference position and then to the next line of measurement, is quite as simple as just 
rpositioning it straightforward. Both schemes are thus adequate in the current application.
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4.3 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

4.3.1 Software environment selection

This project has involved some practical activities and some conq)uter simulations, whose 
performance has been mainly to support the interpretation of experimental results. The 
experimental part of the research has also demanded extensive so Aware writing in both 
contexts of supporting the measurement performance and processing the data.

The software selected to inclement the algorithms to be used in the data analysis was 
"MATLAB" due to its capacity in handling large con^lex matrices and sinq)Hcity in 
expressing mathematical formulas containing structures as vectors and matrices, largely 
employed by the signal processing in mind. By being an interpreted language it has also 
provided the required flexibihty to assemble different modules by linking elementary 
routines in source code. Besides, the major matrix operators are buQt in the software 
which has sinq)lified the writing process and probably optimised the algorithms speed.

The main modules to generate the MUSIC and 2D-MUSIC conq)utations from 
experimental data are hsted in appendix 4.1 along with the elementary modules enq>loyed. 
The other versions used to run simulated data are also included.

4.3.2 Data files generation and transference

For completeness the software written to enable data transference fi'om the HP- 8 5 system 
to other environments for further processing is included in appendix 4.2. The programs 
required to control the anechoic chamber setup and to view the measured data files can 
also be found in this appendix.
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CHAPTERS

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 SUMMARY

This Thesis has examined the possibility of evaluating the angular spectrum of the 
anechoic chamber by the use of two well-known techniques, namely the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) and the Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC). The FFT has vast 
application as spectrum estimator and is often used as a conq)onent in other signal 
processes for its fast speed. In this work it was investigated in its canonical form as an 
angular spectrum estimator. The MUSIC method has been applied as in the original 
formulation presented by Schmidt and with the addition of the spatial-smoothing technique 
developed by Evans to circumvent the existence of coherent signals. This combination has 
been widely demonstrated in the literature for angle of arrival estimation of coherent 
sources and was here examined as an angular spectrum estimator for a close range 
emission source located inside the anechoic chamber.

Angular spectrum analysis has been performed in one-dimensional and two-dimensional 
arenas, preceded by the demonstration of the related methods in a wide range of simulated 
conditions, and followed by comparisons between the two estimation techniques.

The test scenario, conq)rehended by the anechoic chamber and the test equipment setup, 
have been briefly described with both purposes of registering the circumstances under 
which the experimental work has been carried out and of characterising some operational 
restrictions found in the data measurement procedure.

5.1.1 One-dimensional angular spectrum estimation

The performance of the FFT and the MUSIC algorithms have been evaluated for several 
combinations of incoming simulated signals. These simulations, mostly based on a linear 
array configuration of 64 elements and inter element spaciug of )J6, showed that both 

algorithms have great potential to work out the angular spectrum in situations similar to 
the one existing inside the anechoic chamber. However, the angular spectrum estimate
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obtained via MUSIC was found to be more accurate. This is because the FFT restricts the 
resulting signal location on the spatial-spectrum to some discrete angles determined by the 
array configuration and by the wavelength. Furthermore, the resolution of MUSIC 
estimate is higher than the resolution of the FFT, and the FFT's resolution is additionally 
deteriorated due to this inflexible spatial-spectrum too. Both algorithms respond 
somewhat equally to the presence of weak signals when they are located beside a stronger 
emission in the angular spectrum The threshold level for the weak signal detection was 
found to be around 40 dB below the predominant signal level. When noise has been added 
to the signal, MUSIC spectrum estimation lobes were noticed to reduce in level. When the 
SNR reaches values below 30 dB there is a gradual dissemination of spurious pulses along 
the angular spectrum at random locations. This situation can lead to the loss of a real 
signal direction, however the spurious pulses haven't shown any spatial correlation for 
several runs of the process.

Although in the simulation's preview MUSIC has shown a better performance, the 
spectrum evaluation provided by the FFT is also considered satisfactory. Therefore, both 
techniques have been apphed in the analysis of the experimental data obtained from the 
anechoic chamber measurement. The spatial-spectrum of the anechoic chamber has been 
estimated by these two algorithms and in this processing the following features were 
noticed and deserve reference:

a) The field measurement shows a phase progression similar to a circular 
wavefront model and on top of this shape an undulation is found.

b) In the horizontal plane this ripple has been found to be due to incoming 
reflections at approximate bearings of ±60 degrees.

c) Few measurements taken in the vertical direction have revealed the same 
circular phase shape as the horizontal sets. The ripple however has got a 
different pattern, leading to side lobes conçonents in positions closer to the 
main beam.

d) The results of the two algorithms have been checked for different sampling 
spacing, driving to reasonably coherent results.

e) Few simulations with different wavelengths have been performed, and although 
the FFT suggested an apparent move of the side lobes, when the MUSIC data 
were examined they appeared to remain in position for the frequency change.
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f) Because of the diflBculty of performing measurements in the vertical axis, the 
results obtained from data collected vertically are not so rehable as the ones 
processed in the horizontal plane.

The shortcomings originated by the positioning unit characteristics prevented the 
repetition of the same amount of measurements done in the horizontal axis for the vertical 
direction, however the results for both axes sounded reasonable.

From the straight con^arison between the FFT and MUSIC results it has been noticed 
that the side lobes picked up by the two techniques are basically in conformity on both 
estimations. However, the FFT evaluation has shown restrictions to work out their correct 
position, whereas the superresolution method has been able to precisely define it.

Also, throughout the results obtained via FFT, several datasets measured horizontally at 
different heights have shown a progressive variation in the spectrum shape, but it has not 
been possible to disclose the cause of this behaviour. By MUSIC evaluation these changes 
have been clearly associated to local peaks turning up in the angular spectra along few 
adjacent horizontal lines. Despite the hypothesis of noise generated speckles is possible, it 
has not been given much credit for the non randomly behaviour of these local crests.

5.1.2 Two-dimensional angular spectrum estimation

The 2D-FFT and 2D-MUSIC have been rehearsed for few incoming simulated signals 
arriving to a planar array of (64 x 64) elements and with inter element spacings of X/6 in 

both axes. It has been shown that the performances or the two-dimensional algorithms has 
practically matched the respective performances of the one-dimensional FFT and MUSIC 
for similar conditions. This way, the 2D-MUSIC turned out to be superior to the 2D-FFT 
angular spectrum estimation as it did in the linear case. The optimum spatial smoothing 
factor has also been determined for the 2D-MUSIC.

Experimental data have been evaluated by both two-dimensional methods and the results 
for the anechoic chamber angular spectrum estimate has been found to agree with the 
results obtained in separate analysis performed for one-dimensional evaluations. However, 
the results obtained by the 2D-FFT are again inconsistent to support the existence of side 
lobes due to wall reflections by themselves. It was via the 2D-MUSIC results that this 
conclusion was settled.
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5.2 FURTHER WORK

It is felt that the following areas can be further explored:

1. The experimental results have been related to vertically polarised signal. 
Polarisation effects need to be evaluated to conq)letely check for the 
existence of other reflections flrom the chamber walls. Two kinds of 
reflections can be considered. The ones resulted flrom polarisation plane 
rotation due to reflections and the ones referred to horizontally polarised 
radiation.

2. Spatial-spectrum estimation is experiencing a fast evolution and some recent 
pubhcations about methods referred to as "ESPRIT", "MIN-NORM", 
"CLOSEST", "ROOT-MUSIC", etc. have been demonstrating superior 
qualities conq)ared to former versions. The use of this algorithms in 
evaluating the anechoic chamber can eventually reveal more information 
about this context.

3. The idea of using the obtained wavefront angular spectrum in a 
"deconvolution" process in antenna measurements sounds very attractive and 
can be considered. The inq)lementing viabihty of this process requires further 
investigation. The fact that the reflections are perfectly separated fi-om the 
main beam in spectral domain is a favourable synçtom, however the spread 
point shape of these conq)onents can be a critical issue.
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APPENDIX 3.1 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS GRAPHICS

This appendix presents a sequence of plots obtained by processing experimental data 
through the MUSIC one-dimensional algorithm The measurements are taken horizontally 
over the quiet zone in the anechoic chamber, at every 5 millimetres. Graphic 1 

corresponds to data from the lowest row, and then each subsequent row is 5 millimeters 
upwards.
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 1 to 5)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 6 to 10)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 11 to 15)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 16 to 20)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 21 to 25)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 26 to 30)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 31 to 35)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 36 to 40)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 41 to 45)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 46 to 50)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 51 to 55)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 56 to 60)
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Appendix 3.1 (graphics 61 to 64)
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APPENDIX 4.1

MATLAB PROGRAMS LISTING

This appendix contains a list of source files with relevants algorithms used in this work. 
Their fimctions are briefly described at the top of each segment. As MATLAB performs 
linking of the source codes as macros, the programs have been split into smaller files wich 
allows the share of segments by different main routines. Four major programs are 
described and follows the modules attached to these main procedures. They are listed in a 
form to run in the Sun workstation, but the signal processing segments are portable.

File 1 music page 154
File 2 Pmusic page 154
File 3 Smusic page 155
File 4 music2D page 155
File 5 dataread page 156
File 6  smooth page 157
File 7 signalcov page 157
File 8 pmugen page 158
File 9 gplot page 158
Füe 10 optprint page 159
File 11 planewave page 159
File 12 sphericwave page 160
File 13 arraybld page 161
File 14 datard2D page 161
Füe 15 smooth2D page 162
Füe 16 pmugen2D page 163
Füe 17 gplot2D page 163
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FU el

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
%

% Main program to generate MUSIC plots from available
% datafiles - music.m
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clear 
dataread 
smooth 
pmugen 
signalcov 
disp(")
dispC strike RETURN to skip plot generation or ...') 
pr=input('enter <P> to generate Pmu plot 
if(pr =  'p'), 

gplot 
optprint

end
□

File 2

% M file for running music from simulated planewaves %
% - Pmusic.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if exist('x'),

dispC)
dispC enter: 1 - for new dataset')
aa=input(' RETURN - for same dataset ');
iffinite(aa)

planewave
end

else
planewave

end
smooth
pmugen
dispC)
dispC strike RETURN to skip plot generation or ...') 
pr=input('enter <P> to generate Pmu plot ','s'); 
if(pr== 'p '), 

gplot 
optprint

end
signalcov
□
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Füe 3

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M file for numing music firom simulated spherical %
% wavefronts - Smusic.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if exist('xr),

dispO
dispC enter: 1 - for new dataset')
aa=input(' RETURN - for same dataset ');
iffinite(aa)

sphericwave
end

else
sphericwave

end
x=xl;
smooth
pmugen
disp(-)
dispC strike RETURN to skip plot generation or ...') 
pr=input('enter <P> to generate Pmu plot ','s'); 
if(pr =  'p'), 

gplot 
optprint

end
signalcov
□

File 4

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M-file for running 2D-MUSIC from simulated planewaves %
% or fi*om experimental data - music2D.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
if exist('x'),

disp(")
dispC enter: 1 - for new dataset')
aa=input(' RETURN - for same dataset ');
iffinite(aa)

<%»(")
dispC enter: 1 - to build up array) 
disp(")
dispC 2  - to generate spherical wavefiront') 
aa=input(' 3 - to use existing array '); 
if  aa==l,

arraybld
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else

elseif aa==2 ,
spheric2D

else
datard2D

end
end

dispO
dispC enter: 1 - to build up array") 
disp(")
dispC 2  - to generate spherical wavefront") 
aa=input(' 3 - to use existing array '); 
if a a = l ,

arraybld 
elseif aa==2 ,

spheric2D

datard2D
else

end
end
smooth2D
pmugen2D
gplot2D
optprint
□

Füe 5

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M-file to read a datafile into a complex vector %
% - dataread m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
jBle=input("enter filename: ","s"); 
char=l;
while (abs(file(char)) < 48 | abs(file(char)) > 57), 

char = char + 1 ;
end
folder=file( 1 : char- 1 ); 
eval(["load ",folder,"/",file,". dat']) 
eval( ["data-,file,';"]) 
eval( ['clear ",file])
M=length(data)/2 ;
x=(10 .^(data(l:M)/20)) .* exp(j*data(M+l:2*M)*pi/180); 
d=315E-3/(M-l);
□
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File 6

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M-file to generate and whiten a signal covariance matrix %
% - smooth m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
l=input('enter beamlength ');
R=zeros(l); 
for a=l:M-l+l,

t=x(a:a+l-l).';
R=R+t*t';

end
R=R/a;
[V,D]=eig(R); 
dd=max(D); 
lim=max(dd)/1 0 0 0 0 ; 
c=l;
while dd(c)>lim & c<l 

c=c+l;
end
No=V(:,c:l);
□

Füe 7

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Mfile for calculating the autocovariance matrix (P) %
% of the signal vector - signalcov.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
signal=0 ;
lim=sqrt(max(pmu)*min(pmu))/ 5 ; 
for c=2 :m-l,

theta=-90+(c-1 )* 180/(m-1 ); 
ifpmu(c)>max(pmu(c-l),pmu(c+l)) & pmu(c)>lim, 

signal=signal+l; 
pos(signal)=theta;
angle(signal)=2*pi*d*10E9/3E8*sin(theta*pi/180);

end
end
A=exp(j*[(l:M)-(M+l)/2].' * angle);
P=inv(A' * A)* A' *x. ' * conj(x)* A*inv(A' * A);
F=sqrt(abs(iag(P))) .* exp(j*atan2(imag(P(:,l)),real(P(:,l))));
□
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Füe 8

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M file for generating the power density estimator of MUSIC %
% algorithm - pmugen.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
delta=input('enter confutation increment in degrees: '); 
delta= 180/ceil( 180/delta); 
m=0 ;
for theta=-90: delta: 90,

fi=2*pi*d*10E9/3E8*sin(theta*pi/180);
s=exp([0 :l-l]'*j*fi);
s=s/norm(s);
m=m+l;
pmu(m)=real(l/(s' * No * No' * s));

end
□

Füe 9

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M-file for generating 1-D MUSIC angular power spectrum %
% estimator plots on the screen %
% - gplot.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
thetal=input('enter starting angle: ');
ml=floor((theta l+90)/delta)+1 ;
thetal=-90+delta*(ml-1);
theta2 =input('enter stop angle: ');
m2=ceü((theta2+90)/delta)+1 ;
theta2=-90+delta*(m2-1);
xaxis=theta 1 : delta:theta2  ;
p=abs(pmu(ml :m2 ));
%plot(xaxis,p)
semüogy(xaxis,p)
ptitle=input('enter plot title <RETURN for automatic generation> ','s'); 
if length(ptitle)=0 , 

title(file) 
else 

title(ptitle) 
end 
grid
xlabelCAngle of arrival') 
ylabel('Pmu=l/s* N N* s ') 
s2 =[T)eam-,num2 str(l)] ; 
text(.8,.85,s2,'sc') 
ifexist('SNR'), 

s3=['SNR-,num2str(SNR)] ;
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text(.8,.88,s3,'sc')
end
□

File 10

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% A M-file for printing MATLAB graphs ( meta files ) on the %
% selected laser writer %
% - optprint.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
dispO
dispC enter: 1 - plot printed on 6 th floor*) 
dispO
dispC 2  - plot printed on 10th floor')
pr=input(' RETURN - no printout '); 
if length(num2 str(pr)) > 0  

delete dunq)it.met 
meta dunçit 
!gpp durr^it.met -dps -ol 
ifpr==l,

!lpr -Plwl dunq)it.ps
else

!lpr -PlwARG dumpit.ps
end

end
□

File 11

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M file to generate plane wavefronts %
% - planewave.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear
M=input('enter dataset length: ');
d=315E-3/(M-l);
data=[ 1 :M]-(M+1 )/2 ;
x=zeros(l,M);
file-';
pw=0 ;
thetaHnput('enter source location in degrees: '); 
while length(num2 str(theta)) ~= 0

AMP=input('enter signal amphtude: '); 
pw=pw+l;
x=x+AMP*exp(j*data*2*pi*d*10E9/3E8*sin(theta*pi/180));
dummy=theta;
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theta=input('enter source position in degrees: '); 
if length(num2 str(theta)) ~= 0

file=[file,num2 str(dummy),', '];
end

end
ifpw >  1

file=['Planewaves @ file,'and ',num2str(dummy),' degrees'];
else

file= ['Planewave @ ',file,num2str(dunmiy),' degrees'];
end
□

File 12

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% M file to generate a set of spherical wavefi'onts %
% sphericwave. m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
n=64;
lambda=jnput('enter wavelength (metres) - <default = 3E-2 m>: '); 
if length(num2 str(lambda)) == 0  

lambda=.03;
end
L=input('enter source range (metres) - <default = 4.5 m>: '); 
if length(num2str(L)) == 0 

L=4.5;
end
W =l;
theta=input('enter AOA (degrees): '); 
xx=(-. 1575:5E-3:. 1575); 
xl=zeros(l,n); 
while finite(theta),

F=input('enter wavefi*ont amphtude: '); 
if theta == 0 ,

xl=xl+F*exp(j*2*pidambda*xx.^2/(2*L));
else,

R=W/sin(theta*pi/180)+sqrt((L-W/tan(theta*pi/180))^2+L^2); 
xl=xl+F*exp(j*2*pi/lambda*(sqrt(R^2+2*R*xx*sin(theta*pi/180)+ 

xx.^2)-R)); 
end
theta=input('enter AOA (degrees): ');

end
□
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File 13

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M file to group several datafiles into an array %
% - arraybld.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear
M=input('enter number of files to link: '); 
file=input('enter filename base word: ','s'); 
dest=D; 
forn=l:M ,

eval( ['load ',file,'/',file,num2 str(n),'. dat'] ) 
eval(['dest=[dest;',file,num2 str(n),'];']) 
eval( ['clear ',file,num2 str(n)])

end
[M,N]=size(dest);
fiile=[file,'_array (',num2str(M),' by ',num2str(N/2),')'] ;
N-N/2;
phase=dest( : ,N+1 :N+N) ; 
anç=dest(:,l:N);
x= (1 0  .^(anq)/2 0 )) .* exp(j*phase*pi/180); 
clear dest n arop phase
□

File 14

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M-file to read a two dimensional DATAFILE into a %
% complex array - datard2D.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear
file=input('enter filename ','s'); 
eval(['load MEASURE/',file,'.dat']) 
eval( ['data=',file,' ;'] ) 
eval( ['clear ',file])
x= (1 0  .^(data(:,l)/2 0 )) .* exp(j*data(:,2)*pi/180); 
clear data
x=reshape(x.',length(x)/64,64);
[M,N]=size(x);
□
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File 15

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Matlab file to perform spatial smoothing of the two %
% dimensional signal covariance matrix - smooth2D.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
disp(")
eval(['disp(" current array is ',nnm2str(M),' by ',num2str(N),' elements long")'])
dec=input('enter decimation factor: ');
dx=dec*5E-3;
dy=dec*5e-3;
x=x(ceil((M-floor((M-1 )/dec)*dec)/2): dec:

M,ceil((N-floor((N-l)/dec)*dec)/2):dec:N);
[M,N]=size(x);
disp(")
eval(['disp(" new array is ',num2str(M),' by ',num2str(N),' elements long")']) 
eval(['l=input("enter beamlength [62 and ô',num2str(min(M,N)),'] (value above 8 slows 
down algorithm)");'])
R=0;
ifN>M,

for a=l:M-l+l,
t=x(a: a+1- l,a: a+1- 1+N-M);
T=reshape(t.',l*(l+N-M), 1);
R=R+T*T;

end
else

for a=l:N-l+l,
t=x(a: a+1- 1+M-N,a: a+1-1);
T=reshape(t.',l*(l+M-N), 1);
R=R+T*T;

end
end
R=R/a;
[V,D]=eig(R);
[dd,k]=sort(diag(D));
V=V(:,k);
lim=max(dd)/1 0 0 0 0 ; 
c=length(dd)-l; 
while dd(c)>lim & c>l 

c=c-l;
end
No=V(:,c:-l:l);
□
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File 16

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M file for generating the power density estimator of %
% MUSIC two dimensional algorithm - pmugen2D.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
delta=input('enter confutation increment in degrees: ');
sl=num2str(l*M* 10/delta);
disp(")
eval(['disp(" estimated processing time is ',sl,' seconds")'])
delta= 180/ceil( 180/delta);
ns=ones(l, 1 )* [ 1:1+N-M]-(1+N-M+1 )/2 ;
ms=[l:-l:l].'*ones(l,l+N-M)-(l+l)/2;
mm=0 ;
for theta=-90: delta: 90, 

mm=mm+ 1 
nn=0 ;
v=sin(theta*pi/180); 
for fi=-90:delta:90,

u=sin(fi*pi/l 80)*cos(theta*pi/l 80);
s=exp(j *2 *pi* 10E9/3E8 *(ns* dx*u+ms*dy*v)) ;
s=flipud(s);
s=reshape(s.',l*(l+N-M), 1); 
nn=nn+l;
pmu(mm,nn)=l/(s' * No * No' * s);

end
end
□

File 17

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% M-file to generate a 2D-plot of MUSIC power spectrum %
% estimator <Pmu>. Shows graphic on screen if running %
% in windows environment - gplot2D.m %
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
thetal=input('enter elevation starting angle: ');
rnml=floor((theta l+90)/delta)+1 ;
theta l=-90+delta*(mml-1);
theta2 =input('enter elevation stop angle: ');
mm2=ceil((theta2+90)/delta)+1 ;
theta2=-90+delta*(mm2-1);
fil=input('enter azimuth starting angle: ');
nnl=fioor((theta l+90)/delta)+1 ;
fil=-90+delta*(nnl-1);
fi2 =input('enter azimuth stop angle: ');
nn2=ceil((theta2+90)/delta)+1 ;
fi2=-90+delta*(nn2-1);
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p=log 10 (abs(pmu(mml :mm2 ,iml :nn2 ))); 
mesh(p)
ptitle=input('enter plot title <RETURN for automatic generation> ','s'); 
if lengtli(ptitle)==0 , 

title(file)
else

title(ptitle)
end
xlabel('AOA elevation AOA azimuth')
ylabel('Pmu=l/s* N N* s ')
s2 ==['beam ',num2 str(l)];
text(.8,.85,s2,'sc')
if exist('dec'),

s3=['decimation ',num2str(dec)]; 
text(.8,.88,s3,'sc')

end
□
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APPENDIX 4^

BASIC PROGRAMS LISTING

Figure 1 Routine to transfer data from the HP-85 via GPIB. page 166

Figure 2 Routine to display phase and amplitude measurements. page 167

Figure 3 Routine to control the system setup. page 169
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 1)

100 REM :i;DHTfi TRANSFER FILE 110 COM A(200::' .. P(200) , IS; 19.. S.. F9 120 COM C$[50],N$[10], Ml$[10].. L$ 
C 1 0 ]130 "LEAR

140 CUSP @ DISP "Initialize tile counter (B=?)"
150 SEEP e INPUT B 
160 DISP e DISP "Enter base tile 

‘■̂ ame "
170 CUSP @ DISP "Type <EHD LINE> tor tile directory"
180 SEEP 
190 INPUT 0$200 ON ERROR GOTO 420 
210 '̂ OR C=B TO 64 
220 Hf=D$&VAL$(C)230 ASSIGN# 1 TO N$
240 PERD# 1 ; H(),P().. 18 .. 19.. S.. F9 . C  t .. F$ .. L$250 s=r l9-l8:)ys+i 
260 c o n t r o l  7; 16 .; 128 270 OUTPUT 700 USING 370 .; N$&" . 

da "280 OUTPUT 700 USING 360 .= VAL$( 
STD)290 FOR 1=1 TO D

300 OUTPUT 700 USING 350 ; H<I>310 HEXT I320 ^OR 1 = 1 TO [I
330 OUTPUT 700 USING 350 ; PCI)
340 NEXT I
350 IMAGE #.. 5D .8C:
360 IMAGE #,14A 
370 IMAGE K 
380 BEEP 
390 NEXT C
400 BEEP A BEEP 0 DISP "The end"410 END
420 OFF ERROR
436 CUSP 0 DISP H$
440 DISP 0 DISP "FILE NOT FOUND"450 BEEP 0 BEEP
460 DISP 0 BEEP 0 PAUSE470 ON ERROR GOTO 420
480 GOTO 230
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 2)

100 REM 4.01 SPLAY OF ARRAY 110 REM ELEMENTS 4
120 SOM A ( 200 > .. P C 200 > I S .. 19 .. S .. F9
121 ‘OM C$[50], N$E10].. M1$E10]..L$ 

E103124 ON ERROR GOTO 349
125 IF M1$="FILEDISP" THEN 130
126 M1$="FILEDISP" @ GOTO 350 
130 CLEAR
140 niSP @ DISP "Enter dat.a file 

n a m e *'
150 '■'ISP @ DISP "Type <EHD LINE) for file d i r ec t o r >■ "
155 BEEP 160 INPUT N$
170 ^F N$="" THEN CRT 0 GOTO 140 
180 ON ERROR GOTO 320 190 ASSIGN# 1 TO N$
200 READ# 1 . P( ) . IS . 19.. S..F9Cf .. N$ .. L$
210 OFF ERROR 
220 CLEAR
230 CISP "Test a t " F9 " GHz "
240 DISP " S t o red as •• " ; N$245 DISP "Line number • " L$
250 DISP C$ R DISP 260 0 ISP "Pos i t i on Amp lit ude

Phase"265 '■̂ ISP " <mm> <dB><des>" @ DISP 270 ^OR 1=18 TO 19 STEP S 
280 DISP US I NG 300 .= I .. A ( ( I - 18 )S + 1) .P((I-I8)yS+D 290 NEXT I
300 ^MAGE 4D.D. 6X.. 4D.DD.. 4X.. 4D .DD
305 DISP R DISP "Press <COHT>."
306 BEEP @ PAUSE 
310 GO’̂O 350 320 OFF ERROR
330 CLEAR 0 DISP "WRONG FILENAME
340 GOTO 140349 OFF ERROR350 CLEAR 
360 DISP
370 DISP @ DISp "Pattern measure 

nent (M )?"
380 ntsp @ DISP "Display of a f i 

le (D)?"
335 DISP @ DISP "C0mpu t a t ion of ^FT (F)'/"
390 DISP @ DISP "End of program 

< E > ? "
400 DISP R DISP @ DISP410 DISP "Press (X)+'END LINE'"
420 BEEP R INPUT A$
430 A$=UPC$(A$)
440 IF A$="M" THEN 480 450 IF A$="D" THEN 130 
455 "F A$="F" THEN 500
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 2 cont.)

460 TF H$="E" THEN 520 
470 GOTO 350
480 DISP @ DISP "...chaining i i l  

e MM . "490 @ CHAIN "MM"
500 DISP e DISP chaining EFT

PLOT."
510 M1T="FFTPL0T" @ CHAIN "FFTPL 

GT"520 PISP P DISP "The end "
530 END
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 3)

i;iH REM :t. fiUTOMflTISHTION OF THE 
110 REM HHECHOIC CHAMBER t  
120 COM H < 200 ) . P (200 ) .. I 8 . I 9 , S .. F9 17:0 COM C$E50] , H$[ 1 0] .. M 1 $[ 1 03 , L$ 

E 1 0 1140 OH ERROR GOSUB 3150 
150 IF M1$="MM" THEN @ GOTO 410 
160 OFF ERROR
170 M l @  ! this prosram
180 SHORT Z
190 2=0200 CLEAR
210 DISP220 DISP “ WELCOME TO "
230 DISP " ANECHOIC CHAMBER WA VEFRONT QUALITY MEASURE

ME HT PROGRAM
240 DISP A DISP
250 DISP A DISP " created 22.04

. 1992
260 DISP
270 DISP A DISP " P 1e a s e press

con t i nue"
280 BEEP
290 PAUSE
300 OF*̂  ERROR A [EG
310 CLEAR
320 DISP330 DISP A DISP " P a t t e r n m e a s u r e

men t f M )  ?  "3-i0 DISP A DISP "Display of a fi
l e ( D ) ? "

350 DISP A DISP " C o m p u t a + i o n o f
FF" (  F  ) ?  "

360 DISP A DISP "End of p roe ram
■; E > P "

370 DISP A DISP A DISP
380 DISP "P ress (%)+'END LINE'"
390 BEEP A INPUT A$
400 A$ = UPC$(A$410 IF A$="M" THEN GOSUB 500
420 IF A$="D" THEN GOSUB 3410
430 IF A$="E" t h e n 460
440 IF A$="F" THEN 480450 GOTO 310
460 DISP P DISP "The END"
470 END
480 DISP P DISP "...chainins FFT 

FLMT"
490 M1$="FFTPL0T" 0 CHAIN "FFTPL 

OT"
500 !510 ! MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE 
520 !
530 2=1 A M1$="MM"
540 CLEAR A DISP Â DISP "Press < END LINE> lor default values 

" A DISP550 DISP "Start Fosition C >=0.0 
1 "  A DISP "(Default = 0 0 mm
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 3 cont.)

560 BEEP570 @ INPUT B$
580 IF B$ = "" THEN 11=0 ELSE 11=V

AL<B$)
590 18=11600 IF II<0 THEN 540 
610 IF 11)3222 THEN 540 
620 DISP630 CISP "Stop position C <=322. 

2 3" P DISP "(Default = 315 0 m m ) "
640 BEEP
650 B$="“ @ INPUT B$
660 IF B$="" THEN 12=315 ELSE 12

=VAL(B$)
670 19=12
680 IF T2<0 THEN 620 690 IF I2>322.2 THEN 620 
700 IF 11)12 THEN DISP "Start pod 1  ̂i on > stop POS i t  ion !"
710 IF 11)12 THEN 540
720 DISP P DISP "Increment (mu 1t. o i  0.1 mm>" @ DISP "< Defau 

1T: 5 0 mm)"
730 BEEP
740 5$="" P INPUT B$
750 IF B$="" THEN S=5 ELSE S=VAL

(B$)760 IF S-INT(S:tcl0)/ 1 0 O 0  THEN 72
6770 IF S=0 THEN 7 20 

780 DISP790 LISP "Enter test t re=iuenc>' ( 2-18GHz)" P DISP "(Defau 1t = 10GHz)"
800 BEEP
310 B$="" P INPUT B$
820 IF B$="" THEN F9=10 ELSE F9=

VAL(B$)
830 IF F9>18 THEN 780 
340 IF F9<2 THEN 780 850 BLEAR 
860 DISP P DISP 
870 I MAGE 1 4fl .. 2X, DODD . D .. X , 3fi 
880 DISP USING 37 0 ; "Start posi 

t  i  o n  " . 1 1 . .  " mm "890 DISP
900 DISP USING 370 "Stop posit 

ion " . 12.. "mm"
910 DISP
920 DISP USING 870 ; "Increment 

’’, S.. " m m "
930 DISP
94y DISP USING 37 0 " F r e-^uenc.v

" .. F9.. "GHz"950 DISP P DISP 
960 DISP "All numbers 

Y/N) "970 BEEP 
980 INPUT
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 3 cont.)

990 IF H$="Y" OR A$="y" THEN 102
0

1000 IF A$="N" OR A$="n" THEN 53 
01010 GOTO 850

1020 OUTPUT 706 USING »#.K" ; “R 
DM"

1030 T=SPOLL(706)
1040 IF BIT(T,2)=0 THEN 1030 
1050 OUTPUT 706 USING "#,K" > "E 

Z E Z"
1060 CLEAR
1070 DISP @ DISP "Probe is movin 

s to the left end of positi 
oner.» wait for the BEEP then

1080 DISP @ DISP "If Phase has d 
rifted adjust the"

1090 DISP " REFERENCE PLANE E 
XTENSION"

1100 DIbP DISP "Replace probe 
for rsext line."

1110 FOR 1=1 TO 2001120 fi-r I ;» = -1000 e P(I >=-1000
1130 NEXT I
1140 N=(I2-I1)/S+1
1150 X=Stl0
1160 DISP @ DISP USING 1 170 X 
1170 IMAGE "Load step size <",3Z 

,"> in thumbwheel register 
and press <CONT> . "

1130 T=SPOLL(706)
1190 IF BIT(T,2)=0 THEN 1180 
1200 LOCAL 719 @ BEEP 
1210 PAUSE 
1220 GOSUB 2170 
1230 CLEAR e DISP @ DISP 
1240 DISP "Right f reg.uencx and p 

ower?"
1250 DISP @ DISP "Check the ne 

twork analyzer settings 
(PHASE OFFSET to '+*)"

1260 DISP " (DEGREES to
' 1 8 0 ' ) "

1270 OUTPUT 706 USING "#. K " "F
1230 DISP @ DISP "Then press <C0 

NT> to start." S BEEP @ PAU
SE

1290 OUTPUT 706 USING "#,K " ; "0
1300 FOR L = 1 TO 11/S
1310 OUTPUT 706 USING K" .= "DM"
1320 T=SPOLL(706)
1330 IF BIT(T..2) = 0 THEN 1320
1340 NEXT L
1350 M4=0
1360 OUTPUT 706 USING K" 

I"
"A
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Appendix 4 .2  (figure 3 cont.)

370 FOR 1=1 TO N 
330 FOR 02=0 TO 1 
39© IF 02=1 THEN 1450 
400 W=20
410 DISP DISP "Measuring amp 1 

i tude at".; (I-l "mm"
426 GOSUB 1530 
430 A d  )=%/300 
440 GOTO 1510 
450 W=50460 DISP @ DISP "Measuring phas 

e at".; (I-l )*S+ II.;" mm "
470 OUTPUT 706 USING "#,K" .; "F
480 WRIT 500 
490 GOSUB 1530 
500 P(I)=Xx300 
510 NEXT 02 
520 GOTO 1730 
530 X=0
540 FOR J=1 TO 3 550 WRIT 500560 ENTER 706 USING "#,K" .; %0 
570 IF ABS(X0)<9500 THEN 1700 
530 DISP
•90 DISP "Phase reversal"
60© ! CHANGE OF M4
610 IF M4=l THEN 1660
620 OUTPUT 706 USING "#,K" "H
630 M4=l 
640 WAIT 2000 
650 GOTO 1530
660 OUTPUT 706 USING "#,K" .; "I
670 M^=0 
680 WAIT 2000 
690 GOTO 1530
700 IF M4=0 OR V2=0 THEN 1730 
710 X0=X0+18000
720 IF X0>18000 THEN X0=%0-3600 0
730 %=X+X0 
740 NEXT J
750 IF ABS(X.3-X0)<W THEN RETUR

N
760 DISP @ DISP "... I have to m 

easure again"
770 GOTO 1530 
780 IF I=N THEN 1820 
790 OUTPUT 706 USING "#.. K" .; "D 

MR"
300 T=SPOLL<706>
810 IF BIT(T..2)=0 THEN 1800 
820 NEXT I
330 ! LOCAL MODE FOR “WHITE 

BOX" AND SOURCE 
840 OUTPUT 706 USING "#,K" .; "E 

Z E 2 L"
850 LOCAL 719
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 3 cont.)

I860
1870
1880
18901900
1910
1920
1930
1948
1950
I960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2098
2100

2110 
2120

2130
2148
2150
2160
2170
2130
2190
2280
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2298
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350

DISP "C ommen t s to plot (max 
40 chars)"

BEEP 
INPUT C$
IF LEN(C$)>40 THEN 1860 
DISP
DISP “Enter line number" 
BEEP
INPUT L$
)
! SAVING OF MEASURED 

PATTERN 
GOSUB 2870 
ON ERROR GOTO 2070 
CREATE N$., 1,5000 
ASSIGN# 1 TO N$
DISP . savins data"
ON ERROR GOTO 2070
PRINT# 1 ; A(>,P(),18,19,S,
F9.C$,N$,L$
OFF ERROR 
ASSIGN# 1 TO t  
GOTO 2160 
OFF ERROR 
CLEAR
IP ERRN=128 THEN DISP 
IF ERRN=12S THEN DISP “Disk 

f u l l  "
IF ERRN=128 

ERRN=128IF
se
IF
OR

DISP
DISP "Plea

THEN 
THEN

insert new disk" 
E R R N 0 1 2 S  THEN DISP "ERR 
NUMBER :“,ERRH 

D T SP
GOTO 1970 
RETURN
\
! SET UP HP8671B 
! CONTROL 
REMOTE 719 A$=VAL$(F9)
! SET FREQUENCY 
IP LEN(A$)=1 THEN 
IF LEN(A$)=2 THEN 
A$[1,10]=A$
FOR 1=1 TO 10 
IF A$EI,I3="
= " 0 "
NEXT I
IF A$[2,23="." THEN 2410 
IF A$C3_. 33=" . “ THEN 2440 
BEEP @ BEEP @ BEEP @ DISP 
DISP "WRONG INPUT FORMAT" 
DISP "CALL OPERATOR OR REST 
ART"
PAUSE
OUTPUT 719 USING “#. A .. K .. A .. 4 
A,AR" ; "Q",A$,"T“,"0000","
2 ! "

REMOTE

2350
2370

THEN A$[I,II
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 3 cont.)

2360 GOTO 2470
2370 IF A$[2,2]="." THEN 2250 
2380 IF R$t2,23=“.. " THEN 2256 
2390 OUTPUT 719 USING "#, A,K,A..4 

A , AA" ; "P" .. A$, "T%"0000" ," 
Z! "

2400 GOTO 2470 
2410 A$[2,83=A$[3,93 
2420 OUTPUT 719 USING A .K . A,K 

, AA" ; "G",R$C1,33, "T"..A$C4 
,73.. "Zl"2430 GOTO 2470 

2440 A$C3,83=A$[4,103 
2450 OUTPUT 719 USING A,K.. A,K 

,AA" ; "P",A$[1,43,"T",A$[5 ,83., "Zl "
2460 GOTO 2470 
2470 ! SET OUTPUT POWER 
2480 OUTPUT 719 USING "#.K" "K 

0 LI 03"
2490 RETURN 
2500 !
2510 ! PLOTTING 
2520 !
2530 ! ANY MEASUREMENT BEFORE 
2540 ! (Z=l)
2550 ! OR JUST PLOTTING <Z=0) 
2560 IF Z=1 THEN 2850 
2570 ;
2580 CLEAR @ DISP @ DISP 
2590 DISP "Plot t i ng o f a disk fi 

l e "
2600 DISP
2610 DISP "left drive is data dr 

ive” G DISP 
2620 DISP "Filename :" @ DISP "CP 

ress END LINE for directory
>"

2630 BEEP 
2640 INPUT N$
2650 IF N$="" THEN CAT @ GOTO 26

10
2660 OM ERROR GOTO 2700 
2670 ASSIGN# 1 TO N$
2630 OFF ERROR 
2690 GOTO 2750 
2700 OFF ERROR 2710 DISP
2720 IF ERRN=68 THEN DISP "Filer, 

ame for a prosram"
2730 IF ERRN=67 THEN DISP "File 

does not exist"
2740 GOTO 2600
2750 ON ERROR GOTO 2800
2760 DISP "... readins data"
2770 READ# 1 .; AC), 18, I9,S,F9,C$ 

,N$,V2 
2730 OFF ERROR 
2790 GOTO 2840 
2300 OFF ERROR
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 3 cont.)

2810 DISP
2820 IF ERRN=71 THEN DISP "File 

has the wrone size"
2830 GOTO 2600 
2840 ASSIGN# 1 TO t  
2850 GOTO 3200 
2860 I
2870 ! STORING DATA
2880 ! CHECK FOR ALLOWED FILE
2890 ! NAME
2900 DISP
2910 DISP
2920 DISP "Filename (m a x . 10 cha

rs . ) "
2930 DISP "(Press ENTER for CAT) 
2940 INPUT N$
2950 IF N$="" THEN CRT @ GOTO 29 

00
2960 IF LEN(N$)>10 THEN 2900 
2970 ON ERROR GOTO 3090 
2930 ASSIGN# 1 TO N$
2990 OFF ERROR 
3000 DISP
3010 DISP "There is a l r e a d . v  a da 

tafile with this name."
3020 ASSIGN# 1 TO
3030 DISP e DISP "Do you want to 

puree this"
3040 DISP "file (x/n)"
3050 BEEP @ INPUT A$
3060 IF A$="Y" OR A$="y" THEN PU 

RGE N$ @ RETURN 
3070 IF A$="N" OR A$="n" THEN 29 

00
3080 GOTO 3030
3090 OFF ERROR
3100 IF ERRN=67 THEN RETURN
3110 IF E R R N 0 6 8  THEN 2900
3120 DISP
3130 DISP "This name is already 

used for a prosram."
3140 GOTO 2900
3150 ! NULL-DATA ERROR HANDLER 
3160 OFF ERROR 
3170 IF ERRN=7 THEN RETURN 
3180 DISP USING "K.K,K,K" ; "ERR 

OR: ",ERRN," IN LINE ",ERRL 
3190 END
3200 I chaining of a program 
3210 DISP "Chaining PLOT file" 
3220 Dl$=":D701" @ S6=0 
323© ON ERROR GOTO 3250 
3240 CHAIN "PL0T"&D1$3250 OFF ERROR
3260 IF E R R N 0 6 7  AND E R R N O 1 3 0  T 

HEN 3330
3270 IF Dl$=" D700" THEN Dl$="=D 

701" ELSE Dl$="=0700"
3230 S6=S6+1
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Appendix 4.2 (figure 3 cont.)

3290 S6<2 THEN 32303300 BEEP 15 DISP "Can't find PLO 
T tile"

3310 PAUSE3320 S6 = 0 15 GOTO 3248 
3330 OFF ERROR
3340 BEEP 15 DISP " ERROR E R R N " 

in line ";ERRL 
3350 END3360 ' SEE IF RETURNED FROM SUB 
3370 OFF ERROR3330 IF E R R N 0  7 THEN GOTO 3340 3390 S7=0 
3400 GOTO 140
3418 I Chaining of a program 3420 DISP "...chaining F ILEDISP 

tile"3430 M1$="FILEDISP"
3440 ON ERROR GOTO 3460 3450 CHAIN "FILEDISP"
3460 OFF ERROR 3470 GOTO 140
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